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SUMMARY
The confluence of signal processing and machine learning has created many innovative
technologies in popular research areas such as speech recognition. However, many of the
most successful methods are difficult to apply in areas that are not as popular and lack
institutional support for research and creation of labeled data corpora. For instance, the
expertise, computational resources, and quantities of data required for deep learning create
a significant barrier to its implementation in many fields that it might otherwise impact.
The focus of this work is the development of signal processing and machine learning methods
that can be practically implemented with less human effort, less need for large quantities of
labeled data, and less computational cost. Toward this goal, we have developed methods for
outlier learning using augmented frozen dictionaries (OLAF) and estimating the likelihood
of sparse approximations (ELSA) in the context of monitoring acoustic environments. Both
methods utilize sparse, dictionary-based representations to capture information about the
structure of the data. These methods are potentially applicable in many different areas and
to many different types of data, but in this work have been tested specifically for monitoring
poultry production facilities. The high levels of noise and uncontrolled nature of these
environments pose significant challenges for audio signal processing efforts, especially when
combined with a lack of labeled data. Our methods have proven effective at leveraging
randomly selected unlabeled data and weakly labeled data to characterize the environment
and highlight events or changes in the conditions in poultry houses. Providing these types of
tools for monitoring livestock could help producers to better understand the effects different





In recent years, signal processing and machine learning algorithms have helped advance
several areas of research and have led to the release of innovative new products. Speech
recognition, automatic photo tagging, and music recommendation engines are among the
most successful. However, there are many other unexplored domains that could potentially
derive great benefit from these algorithms and techniques.
This work develops signal processing and machine learning techniques for acoustic envi-
ronmental monitoring within the poultry industry. Billions of chickens are raised in the U.S.
each year [81], and application of these types of algorithms could lead to a number of bene-
fits. These include detecting and responding to problems more rapidly, developing a better
understanding of how different conditions affect animal well-being, and giving producers
better ways to respond to increasing consumer demands regarding animal well-being. With
up to 25,000 birds in each growout house, even small improvements can have a significant
financial impact.
Farmers periodically send a few of their birds to a lab to be tested for disease and health
issues. However, they do not currently have cost-effective ways of continuously monitoring
the birds at the farm. Instead, workers are sometimes advised to “sit quietly, watching
and listening to the birds” in order to detect signs of sickness [105]. Allowing the birds to
acclimate to a human’s presence and settle down makes it easier to hear low gurgling and
other quiet noises that are signs of common avian diseases such as infectious bronchitis.
Workers may or may not be able to recognize such symptoms depending on their experience
and knowledge. Other diseases (e.g. laryngotracheitis) may have more readily noticeable
symptoms, such as coughing and sneezing.
In addition to health, the concept of well-being extends to questions of how different
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environments or conditions affect the happiness of the birds. Because there are no known
ways to directly measure the happiness of a bird, opinions on best practices vary greatly
in this area. However, there are indications that characterizing the vocalizations of farm
animals could provide insight into the internal state of the animals [73].
Unlike speech recognition, the use of signal processing algorithms on poultry audio data
is not a well-established domain. Thus, there are a number of challenges to doing research
on poultry audio. For example, speech recognition researchers benefit from large corpora
of labeled data that have been collected over many years and can be used to train and
test their algorithms. Such datasets are not available for poultry, and almost all of our
data comes from our own collection efforts. Speech recognition research also benefits from
language models and our general understanding of the language being spoken. We do not
have language models for poultry, and our understanding of the meaning of the different
types of noises chickens make is limited. Because of this, labeling individual sounds in
poultry audio data is difficult and somewhat subjective.
Additional challenges arise due to the nature of poultry farming. Significant amounts
of background noise are introduced by the equipment in the facility (e.g. ventilation fans
and feed augurs) and by the chickens themselves (e.g. movement and general chatter). The
characteristics of this noise vary as equipment turns on and off and as the behavior of the
chickens changes at different times of day.
Some of the types of conditions we would like to be able to detect, such as disease, are
extremely rare because farmers work hard to prevent them. Although we do have some data
on diseases collected in controlled research settings, data on diseases from actual commercial
settings is currently unavailable. Furthermore, the data we do have is imbalanced because
the audible symptoms of disease, such as coughs, are only manifested sporadically.
1.2 Contributions
This research develops signal processing and machine learning techniques that can be ap-
plied practically to monitor environmental audio, with a focus on the application of poultry
monitoring. Our primary concern in determining whether or not a system is “practical”
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is the amount of human effort required to get it to produce useful results in new settings
or applications. Many established techniques can produce very good results given copious
amounts of labeled training data. However, the amount of human effort required to produce
sufficient labeled data is often prohibitive, especially in smaller domains that do not have
large corporations driving the development of such systems.
The challenges we face in making such algorithms practical are open questions in signal
processing that are common across many domains:
• How to make use of large amounts of unlabeled data?
• How to best leverage very small amounts of labeled data?
• How to deal with heavily imbalanced data?
• How to deal with significant background noise?
• How to extract important information without models or foreknowledge of what is
important?
• How to adapt algorithms to new environments with minimal human effort?
• How to deal with natural changes or drift in the data (day/night cycles, feeding, aging,
etc.)?
• How to make use of weak labels that specify that a certain condition is present in a
broad time range, but not exactly when it is present?
We believe that the methods of outlier learning via augmented frozen dictionaries (OLAF)
and estimating the likelihood of sparse approximations (ELSA) developed herein can help
address many of these questions.
This research also contributes to the field of bioacoustics. Although some prior work
has been published on detecting different types of stress in chickens, we were unable to find
other bioacoustics work on disease detection with chickens or on generally characterizing
the acoustic environment in chicken houses over long periods of time. Also, much of the
other work in bioacoustics does not operate on continuous recordings, but instead relies on
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manual extraction (and sometimes filtering) of the sounds that are passed into the recogni-
tion algorithm. Of the publications that deal with continuous recordings, many only look at
hours of audio at a time. We consider continuous recordings spanning weeks and months at
a time, where variables such as day/night cycles and the aging of the animals become more
relevant.
1.3 Organization
This document is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the various datasets we collected
for our experiments and reviews the related bioacoustics literature. Chapter 3 details how
we calculate features from the audio waveforms and reviews other related methods. Chap-
ter 4 gives an overview of earlier disease detection methods that we explored using standard
machine learning algorithms. Chapter 5 details the outlier learning via augmented frozen
dictionaries (OLAF) method and its improved results for disease detection scenarios. Chap-
ter 6 develops our method of estimating the likelihood of sparse approximations (ELSA)
and evaluates its ability to highlight abnormal events in the data. Chapter 7 summarizes





Several sets of data have been collected to support this research. All of our datasets involving
disease come from the Poultry Diagnostic and Research Center (PDRC) at the University
of Georgia at Athens (UGA). Researchers at PDRC develop and test vaccines in controlled
experiments, providing an excellent opportunity for us to record both healthy and sick
chickens.
We have also collected data from healthy chickens from other experiments at the UGA
research farm, from a single growout cycle in a commercial broiler house, and from commer-
cial flocks raised at the University of Arkansas’s research farm. Several of the datasets we
have collected are summarized in Table 1 and detailed in the following sections.
2.1.1 Arkansas data (Ark1)
The research farm at the University of Arkansas owns four commercial-style growout houses
in which commercial broiler flocks are raised. We instrumented one of their houses with
ten Raspberry Pi based recording systems spaced throughout the house. The Ark1 dataset
represents the first of the flocks we recorded in that setting.
2.1.2 Breeder data
The breeder data was recorded from a flock of breeders housed in a long pen at the UGA
research farm. Two microphones, weatherboards, and cameras were placed at either end of
the pen and recorded the chickens over a period of 233 days, making it our longest continuous
dataset.
2.1.3 Commercial data (COM)
A commercial grower allowed us to install our system in a growout house and record a





Number of birds Duration
(days)
Notes
Ark1 ∼25,000 42 The first of six different commercial
flocks recorded in the research farm
at the University of Arkansas
Breeder Several hundred 233 Breeder chickens recorded during an
experiment at UGA
COM ∼25,000 51 Recorded in a commercial growout
house
IB 6 per box 25 Experiment group infected with
infectious bronchitis (IB)
LT1 35–78 15 All birds infected with
laryngotracheitis (LT)
LT2 89-126 per room 20 Three out of four rooms infected with
LT
LT3 64–103 per room 15 Three out of four rooms infected with
LT
Temp1 ∼200 61 Six heat stress tests performed
and was equipped with two microphones and two weatherboards hung about 20 ft apart.
Everything operated normally and the chickens were healthy throughout the six weeks.
2.1.4 Infectious bronchitis data (IB)
We have collected data from one IB vaccine trial performed at PDRC. The IB data consists
of continuous recordings made from two isolation boxes (see Figure 1) over a period of 25
days. Six day-old broilers were placed in each of the boxes, with one box serving as the
control group and the other as the experiment group. The experiment group was challenged
(infected) with the IB virus on day 15, and clinical signs were observed on day 22 confirming
that the chickens had gotten sick. Each box was equipped with a microphone, a camera,
and a weatherboard with temperature and humidity sensors (see Figure 2).
The Merck Veterinary Manual describes IB as an “acute, highly contagious disease of
major economic importance in commercial chicken flocks throughout the world.” IB has
nearly 100% morbidity (almost every chicken exposed to the virus becomes sick) and typ-
ically about a 5% mortality rate without other complications. The disease can cause pink
eye, impaired breathing, lower feed consumption, and reduced weight gain. Egg production
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Figure 1: The two isolation boxes that housed the control and experiment groups during
the recording of the IB data.
Figure 2: The sensors installed inside one of the isolator units during collection of the IB
data. The microphone is mounted through the ceiling, and the camera and weatherboard
are on the left.
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in layers can drop as low as a third of the normal rate, and the eggs that are laid are often
low quality and misshapen. It can take up to 8 weeks for egg production levels to return to
normal, and chickens may shed the virus for as long as 20 weeks after infection [5].
The audible respiratory signs caused by IB are often what tip farmers off that there is
a problem with a flock. In particular, IB is characterized by a sound called a rale, which
is a gurgling noise produced as the chickens try to breathe through an excess of mucus
produced in the trachea. Rales can be very quiet and subtle, making them difficult to
notice above background noises—especially for people unfamiliar with what they sound like.
Although rales are also symptomatic of other respiratory diseases like laryngotracheitis, they
are particularly prevalent in the case of IB. Because of this, our IB related work has been
focused primarily on the detection of rales. Since rales do not occur in healthy chickens,
their presence is an almost certain indication that there is a problem.
2.1.5 Laryngotracheitis data (LT)
We recorded three different experiments at PDRC involving LT. The LT1 data contains
recordings from a single room starting with 35 broilers. The birds were 35 days old when
the experiment began and were infected the following day. Strong clinical signs were observed
on day 6, and 33 additional birds were introduced to the room on day 7 to test if the disease
would be transmitted. The original 35 birds were removed on day 10. Two microphones were
hung in opposite corners of the room and recorded continuously throughout the experiment.
The LT2 and LT3 data both contain recordings from 4 rooms. One of the rooms received
a lower dosage of the vaccine under trial, while another room received a higher dosage of the
vaccine. The remaining two rooms served as the negative control (not infected) and positive
control (infected, but not vaccinated). Each room was equipped with a microphone, a
camera, and a weatherboard. PDRC staff recorded clinical signs during the 4 or 5 days
when the birds were expected to be the most sick.
According to The Merck Veterinary Manual, LT is an acute, highly contagious infection
that has been reported in most areas in the U.S. with intensive poultry farming. LT causes
severe breathing problems, coughing, rales, and loss of appetite. Affected birds become
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inactive, and as many of half of them may pass away from the disease. Symptoms typically
show up 5 to 12 days after exposure and last for about two weeks. In laying flocks, it also
causes decreases in productivity. Birds remain carriers of the disease and can infect other
birds for life, even after recovery. The disease is controlled by implementing biosecurity
measures and administering vaccines [5].
2.1.6 Temperature test data (Temp1)
A flock of chickens were raised in a room at UGA’s research farm over a period of 61 days.
Towards the end of the data, six heat stress tests were performed on each of six consecutive
days. These tests involved raising the temperature in the room by about 15–20 degrees
Fahrenheit for about two hours.
2.1.7 Other datasets
Several other datasets were collected in the course of this work, but are not included in the
results presented in this thesis. All of them have been analyzed using the methods presented
in Chapter 6. Their results are generally consistent with those presented in this work and
are omitted for brevity.
2.2 Labeling
Many machine learning algorithms require labeled data for training purposes. There are
two approaches we have taken to labeling data for training. The first is to manually label
individual sounds in the recordings, such as rales and coughs. The second is to label broader
periods of time as, for instance, healthy or sick.
2.2.1 Labeling individual sounds
Labeling individual sounds is labor intensive and requires someone with experience or fa-
miliarity with the types sounds being labeled. We consulted with poultry science experts
at PDRC for guidance on identifying relevant sounds so that we could then label data for
training. Even with the aid of experts, noises present in the recordings can sometimes be
ambiguous because the various types of sounds made by chickens are not fully discrete.
Sometimes the sounds are combinations of things, such as a cough and a chirp. Ambiguity
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is also introduced when sounds from multiple birds or other sources overlap. Despite these
challenges, labeling the data in this way has the benefit of allowing us to train classifiers to
recognize specific sounds that we know are symptomatic of a disease. This gives us more
confidence that the algorithm is actually detecting symptoms of the disease instead of some
other potential confounding factor.
To label individual sounds, we use the open source program Audacity. This allows us to
view a spectrogram while listening to the audio and labeling specific segments. The labels
can then be exported to a tab-separated text file containing the starting time, the ending
time, and the text of each label. These files can then be parsed and used by our processing
code. Since our label starting and ending times do not line up perfectly with the time
windows over which we calculate features, we assign a label to a feature vector only if the
the labeled time period overlaps with more than 50% of the processing window.
We have not made extensive efforts to label large amounts of data because one of the
goals of this work is to develop techniques that are easy to apply to new situations with
minimal human effort. However, we did label small amounts of data containing rales (from
the IB dataset) and coughs (from the LT datasets) as part of our earlier efforts detailed in
Chapter 4.
2.2.2 Situational labeling
Labeling broad periods of time when a condition (such as sickness) was present is much
easier and quicker than picking out individual vocalizations. Our recording system includes
a logging interface that we ask the chickens’ caretakers to use, which gives us some general
information on when certain conditions are present. A drawback to labeling broad periods
of time is that it is more difficult to guarantee that the algorithms are not learning to
recognize some other confounding factor, such as the age of the chickens or a specific type of
background noise. This difficulty can be mitigated if healthy and sick data collected under
a variety of circumstances are available. Unfortunately, the need to carefully control and
contain diseases limits the circumstances under which we can collect sick data.
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2.2.3 Leveraging unlabeled data
The datasets listed in Table 1 represent thousands of hours of recording, and the cost
of manually labeling all of them would be prohibitive. However, unlabeled data can still
be useful for algorithms that attempt to learn the patterns or structure within the data.
Chapters 5 and 6 include methods that attempt to do this while still being able to take
advantage of any labels that might be available.
2.3 Prior bioacoustics work
Bioacoustics is the study of the production, perception, and interpretation of sounds pro-
duced by living organisms. Previous work in this area has motivated and guided our work
with chickens. For instance, researchers have noted an urgent need for non-invasive methods
to measure farm animal welfare. They also indicated that vocalizations could be used to
make inferences about the well-being of animals if interpreted correctly [73].
2.3.1 Chickens
Most of the bioacoustics work that has been done with chickens focuses on different types of
stress. Canterbury et al. measured call characteristics of Leghorn laying hens under stress
from hunger, thirst, and heat. Differences in several of the characteristics were observed
between the different types of stress and normal conditions [17].
Otu-Nyarko performed a series of experiments exploring the effects of different types of
stress on chickens’ vocalizations. The stressors included heat, crowding, human presence,
human shouting, handling, and a few combinations of the aforementioned. Vocalizations
were manually extracted from the recordings and filtered to remove background noise. A
short time Fourier transform was then taken to get spectral features over each time window.
The spectral features were clustered using a Gaussian Markov model (GMM), and the re-
sulting sequence was passed to a hidden Markov model (HMM) for classification. Overall
accuracies for the different experiments typically lied in the 70%–80% range. Otu-Nyarko
also reported evidence that age, breed, and even diet can cause differences in vocalizations
[86, 85].
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Colón evaluated how well a number of different audio features correlated with stress
from environmental conditions, including temperature, humidity, and ammonia levels. The
data was bandpass filtered prior to feature calculation to help get rid of background noise
from fans and other equipment. Of the features tested, kurtosis and loudness were the best
for detecting stress. An AdaBoost classifier with a decision stump as the weak classifier
attained accuracy percentages in the low 90s using these two features [36].
Parrish developed an algorithm that estimated the age of broiler chicks based on their
vocalizations. Cepstral coefficients were passed into a C4.5 decision tree for classification,
yielding age estimates that were typically within a day of the actual age of the chicks [87].
Curtin found the number of broiler vocalizations to be an effective indicator of heat
stress. He used spectral oversubtraction to remove noise, then set a threshold within the
expected frequency range to detect vocalizations. The vocalizations were then counted over
a sliding window and thresholded to yield perfect detection of stress conditions. Curtin
notes that this detection method is specialized for the circumstances under which the data
was collected, and likely would not generalize well to other situations [39].
Recently, Lee et al. used a series of one-against-all SVMs to classify layer hen vocaliza-
tions as being under normal conditions, cold stress, heat stress, or mental stress (induced by
hitting the cage with a stick). After manually extracting and labeling sound samples, they
calculated 54 different audio features and used correlation based feature selection to choose
the most useful eight. They reported an accuracy of 96.2% [63].
We are unaware of prior bioacoustics work that deals specifically with the detection
of diseases in poultry. Furthermore, much of the work that has been done for detecting
stressful conditions has relied on sound samples manually extracted by the researchers.
This effectively cuts out most of the potential distractors that would be encountered for
continuous monitoring in a commercial setting. These distractors include noise from things
such as flapping wings, worker activity, drinker strikes, feeding, equipment turning on and
off, etc. Such algorithms are not feasible for implementation in commercial settings if they
require human workers to extract the specific sounds to feed in to the system. Our work
contributes to the state of the art both by addressing disease detection and by enabling
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more practical continuous monitoring.
2.3.2 Other organisms
Several other species have been studied by bioacoustics researchers. Work has been done
with pigs to detect screams [75, 107], stress [74, 79], coughs [25], and pig wasting disease
[32]. Research efforts with cows have included efforts to translate calls into English meanings
[52] and to develop systems that detect cows’ estrus periods using MFCCs [31] and formant
structure [64]. Matos et al. detected human coughs from continuous recordings by extracting
events above an energy threshold and passing them into HMMs [76]. Many studies have
sought automatic classification of bird species and bird song using MFCCs [28, 46, 56] and
various other (often hand-picked) features [27, 48, 101, 106]. Lee et al. applied MFCCs and
linear discriminant analysis to classify the calls of many different species of frogs and crickets
[60]. Kohlsdorf developed a spectral pattern recognition engine for dolphin vocalizations [58].
The Automated Remote Biodiversity Monitoring Network (ARBIMON) created by Aide
et al. has established a network of several permanent audio recording stations in wilderness
areas. These stations upload recordings to the project website, which hosts an interface for
browsing and training HMM recognizers. The project has yielded long-term data on the
vocal activity of the fauna in different areas, including birds, insects, frogs, and mammals
[4].
As part of the Doolittle project, Clemins et al. developed Greenwood function cepstral
coefficients (GFCCs) and generalized perceptual linear prediction (GPLP), which are gen-
eralizations of MFCCs and PLP that allow them to be adapted for species that vocalize and
hear in different frequency ranges. Work from this project included classification of vocal-
izations from beluga whales [33], African elephants [33, 34, 35], ortolan buntings [35, 95],
Asian elephants [95], and chickens [95]. Brown and Smaragdis later used GMMs and HMMs





The raw waveforms of audio recordings are rarely passed directly into learning algorithms
because they contain far more information than is relevant for most tasks. Instead, a set
of features are typically derived from the waveform and then are fed into subsequent algo-
rithms. Feature calculation attempts to summarize the relevant information while discarding
irrelevant information, and is the first step in all our algorithms.
3.2 Feature types
Many different types of features have been developed over the years for audio data. This
section summarizes a small subset of those feature types, focusing on the ones that are either
used in this work or are closely related to it.
3.2.1 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs)
MFCCs are a set of features that can be computed from audio data and are designed to
match how humans perceive sound. MFCCs are based on the mel scale, which relates
the frequency of sound to a measure of the perceived pitch. The mel scale was originally
developed by Stevens et al. in 1937 [103], and later refined in 1940 [102]. A few different
formulas have been fit to the data that defines the mel scale. One of the most commonly
used ones was given by O’Shaughnessy as







where f is the frequency in hertz and m is the corresponding frequency in mels [84]. This
is the formula we use when calculating MFCCs in this work.
The word “cepstral” in MFCCs is obtained by reversing the first four letters of the
word “spectral,” and refers to the cepstrum originally defined by Bogert [9]. A cepstrum is
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obtained by applying a frequency-based transform (e.g. the Fourier or cosine transform) to








where DCT{·} denotes the discrete cosine transform, F{·} denotes the Fourier transform,
and x(t) is the signal. The second application of a frequency-based transform has a ten-
dency to decorrelate the resulting features, which can be helpful for many machine learning
algorithms. A mel-scaled cepstrum inserts a triangular filter bank whose frequency bands
are linearly spaced in the mel domain immediately prior to the log operation.
Mermelstein was the first to apply mel-scaled cepstra to a speech recognition problem
[77], although he attributes the idea to Bridle and Brown [13]. MFCCs were later shown
to be superior to several other feature types used for speech recognition because of their
ability to represent perceptually relevant aspects of the sound [40]. After this, MFCCs grew
to become one of the most commonly used features in speech recognition. Jankowski et al.
later demonstrated that other, more complex front ends for speech systems provided little
gain over MFCCs even though they required significantly more computation [53]. Sandhu
and Ghitza showed that the inclusion of dynamic features (deltas and delta-deltas) for
MFCCs provided significant performance gains under all the different signal conditions they
tested [97].
The process we use to calculate MFCCs can be summarized as follows:
1. Apply a pre-emphasis filter of the form xi = xi−axi−1 to the waveform to compensate
for spectral tilt. We used the value a = 0.97.
2. Calculate the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) of the audio waveform. Discard
phase information and keep the power. We used a window size of 25 ms and a shift of
10 ms.
3. Window and warp the frequency axis using triangular windows linearly spaced along
the mel scale.
4. Take the logarithm of the results.
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5. Calculate the discrete cosine transform (DCT) to help decorrelate the resulting fea-
tures.
6. Optionally calculate deltas and delta-deltas.
The DCT step near the end turns the resulting MFCC features into linear combinations
of energies from disparate frequency bands. This makes it difficult to intuitively understand
what the individual MFCC values represent, other than the 0th MFCC which is related to
the total energy present in the signal.
3.2.2 Greenwood function cepstral coefficients (GFCCs)
GFCCs, developed by Clemins et al. [35], are a generalization of MFCCs that take into
account frequency-cochlear measurements for the species under consideration. When these
measurements are not available, parameters can be approximated using the hearing range of
the species. Chickens have a similar hearing range to humans, so we have deemed MFCCs
appropriate in this case.
3.2.3 Log-mel energies
Log-mel energies are computed in the same way as MFCCs (see Section 3.2.1), except that
they omit the DCT step at the end. This makes them more intuitively understandable
because they directly correspond to the amount of energy in different frequency bands.
Log-mel energies are one of the most commonly used feature types in the Detection and
Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE) challenge. In 2017, the top-ranked
algorithms for all the different DCASE tasks used log-mel energy features.
3.2.4 Mel magnitude spectrum
Mel magnitude spectrum features are inspired by log-mel energies, but with modifications
intended to better preserve additivity. This is a desirable property because there is an
assumption of additivity inherent in the sparse coding algorithms that we use. The modifi-
cations are to use the magnitude spectrum instead of the power spectrum, and to omit the
log scaling at the end of the log-mel energy computation.
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The magnitude spectrum is technically not additive because waveforms added together
may cancel each other out to some degree, resulting in spectral magnitudes smaller than
the sum of the spectral magnitudes of the component waveforms. However, in practice and
with real, non-adversarial audio sources, the magnitude spectrum tends to behave closely
enough to additive for our purposes.
The algorithm we present in Chapter 6 incorporates a log-scaling after sparse coding has
been performed. This gives it a stronger similarity to the commonly used log-mel energies,
but with the sparse coding step inserted before the operations that more egregiously violate
the assumptions of additivity.
3.2.5 Delta features
Estimates of the first and second derivatives of a set of features—typically called deltas and
delta-deltas—are often included with the original features, especially when MFCCs are used.
Since the deltas and delta-deltas capture information about how the underlying features are
changing over time, they are also often referred to as dynamic features. Including these
dynamic features has been shown to improve various recognition tasks [97].
We calculate the deltas as
∆[t] =
∑N






where y[t] represents the value of a given feature for the tth sample and N is the number of
samples on either side of the current sample to use in estimating the derivative. This formula
represents the slope of a least-squares linear regression over the computation window. For the
first and last N samples of a signal, the computation window will extend past the beginning
or the end of the signal. In these cases, we repeat the corresponding first or last sample
in place of all the missing samples. Delta-deltas are computed by applying Equation (3) a
second time. Also note that Equation (3) is a linear operator, and thus does not violate the
assumptions of additivity inherent in the sparse coding algorithm.
Most of our work with the ELSA method in Chapter 6 uses features that include only
the deltas and delta-deltas of the mel magnitude spectrum. The derivative operation acts
like a high-pass filter, and we have found it to be effective in filtering out much of the
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background fan noise present in the audio from poultry houses. Considering only the delta
and delta-delta features helps our algorithms respond more to the activity of the chickens
and less to the background noise.
In this work, we used N = 4 to estimate the deltas and delta-deltas over a nine-sample
window. The original features, deltas, and delta-deltas of our poultry data tend to fall
in different magnitude ranges, causing one to dominate the others when used together in
dictionary learning and sparse coding. To prevent this, we scaled the delta-deltas by a factor
of 5 to bring them on par with the deltas. When the original mel magnitude spectrum
features were also included, we scaled both the deltas and delta-deltas by an additional
factor of 8.
3.3 Dimensionality reduction
Although feature calculations can be viewed as a form of dimensionality reduction, they are
typically not tuned to a specific situation unless the features are designed by hand. Passing
features through a dimensionality reduction algorithm can help extract the information most
relevant to the current task, which can speed up learning and reduce overfitting.
3.3.1 K-means
Some of our preliminary work makes use of the k-means algorithm. K-means is a simple,
popular clustering algorithm that transforms multidimensional data into cluster indices. The
standard algorithm alternates between assigning observations to the nearest cluster centroid
and updating the cluster centroids based on the new membership. K-means was developed
by Lloyd [68], although its name was coined by MacQueen [69]. The algorithm can be sped
up by using k-d trees for the nearest neighbor search [55], and results can be improved with
intelligent initialization [12].
3.3.2 Sparse representations
Most of this work uses sparse representations for dimensionality reduction. Olshausen and
Field discovered that passing natural images into an unsupervised learning algorithm with
a sparsity-based objective function produced receptive fields whose characteristics match
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those of the mammalian primary visual cortex [82]. Expanding upon this work, they later
observed that when an overcomplete dictionary was used, the sparse coding algorithm would
only recruit the most pertinent dictionary elements for a given data sample—a non-linear
behavior similar to that of cortical simple cells [83]. The discovery of this link between
sparsity and biological perception helped spark interest in sparse representations.
Sparse representations seek to decompose a signal into a linear combination of underlying
components. The problem is regularized by an assumption that only a few of the components
should be active at a time. The sparse coding problem can be formulated as
min
x
‖x‖0 subject to y = Dx, (4)
where y is the target signal, D is the dictionary matrix, and x is the coefficient vector.
This problem has been proven to be NP-hard [80]. However, it has also been shown that if
perfect reconstruction of y is possible with a sufficiently sparse x, then the solution of
min
x
‖x‖1 subject to y = Dx (5)
is unique and equal to the solution of Equation (4) for almost all D [41]. Changing the `0-
norm to an `1-norm turns the problem into a convex optimization problem, whose solution
can be found with various optimization tools. Further theoretical work has shown that under
certain conditions, greedy coding algorithms can recover the exact solution to the sparse
coding problem [104] and that they can still work well in the presence of noise [42]. Although
the conditions under which these theoretical results hold often cannot be guaranteed for real
data, sparse representations have empirically proven useful in several applications [16, 24,
51, 109].
We leverage sparse representations in our approach to novelty detection and classification
problems. When applied to acoustic features, the sparse coefficient matrix can act like a map
of what types of sounds are present at what time. Ideally, each dictionary element would
map to a different source of sound. In real life, the representation is not nearly so clean.
Variations in the sounds produced and imperfections in the learning and coding algorithms
tend to yield a many-to-many relationship between sound sources and the coefficients used to
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represent them. However, the sparse coding still provides insight into the structure present
in the data.
3.3.2.1 Sparse coding algorithms
Given a dictionary, pursuit algorithms can be used to find a sparse code for a signal. Match-
ing pursuit iteratively projects the remaining error (or residue) onto the dictionary elements
and greedily subtracts off the one that matches best until some stopping criterion is met
[72]. However, this fully greedy approach can lead to over- or under-subtraction of compo-
nents in earlier stages since the components are not orthogonal. The orthogonal matching
pursuit (OMP) algorithm addresses this problem by ensuring that the residue is orthogonal
to all the selected components after each iteration [88]. Various modifications of OMP have
been proposed to improve its speed and performance [43, 96, 100]. Other sparse coding al-
gorithms include the focal underdetermined system solver [47] and variants of basis pursuit
[15, 26, 50].
3.3.2.2 Alternating minimization
Charles modified Olshausen’s unsupervised dictionary learning approach to be able to en-
force non-negativity of the coefficients and applied it to hyperspectral imagery [24], using
Koh’s interior point method to solve the `1-regularized optimization problem [57]. The
sparse coding model was able to learn the spectral signatures of the various materials in
the scene and was able to improve the performance of a subsequent supervised classification
algorithm for hyperspectral imagery—particularly when the labeled training sets were very
small.
We used Charles’ dictionary learning algorithm [24] for part of our work in Chapter 5.
We refer to his learning algorithm as “alternating minimization” because it alternates be-
tween optimizing the dictionary and the associated coefficient matrix as it seeks to minimize
the reconstruction error. In this respect, his algorithm operates similarly to expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithms. The alternating minimization algorithm is summarized in
Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 The alternating minimization algorithm [24], where each ym is a data vector
(a column of Y), each xm is a sparse coefficient vector (a column of X), D is the sparse
coding dictionary, λ is a fidelity-sparsity tradeoff parameter, C is the set of matrices in RN×K
whose columns have `2-norm less than one, and M is the number of data samples selected
for training. Algorithm adapted from [18].
Input: Signals {ym ∈ RN}m=1,...,M, initial dictionary D0 ∈ C, regularization term λ, num-
ber of iterations K
1: Initialize D← D0
2: for k = 1, ...,K do
3: for m = 1, ...,M (in parallel) do
4: Calculate coefficient vectors:




‖ym −Dx‖22 + λ ‖x‖1
6: end for
7: Update dictionary:












K-SVD is a partially greedy dictionary learning algorithm that can serve as a more com-
putationally efficient alternative to Charles’s method. K-SVD, developed by Aharon et al.
[2], operates by updating each of the dictionary elements and its corresponding coefficients
while holding the rest of the dictionary and coefficients constant. These updates seek to






subject to ∀i, ‖xi‖0 ≤ t0, (6)
where Y is the data matrix, D is the dictionary matrix, X is the sparse coefficient matrix,
xi is the ith column of X, and t0 is the sparsity constraint. The K-SVD algorithm is given
in Algorithm 2. Note that the dictionary and coefficient updates in lines 3–12 never change
which coefficients are non-zero in the rows of X. Thus, any changes in the support of a
dictionary element must come through the sparse coding step in line 2. The use of singular
value decomposition (SVD) to minimize Equation (6) is appropriate because the Frobenius
norm is equal to the sum of the squares of the singular values.
Rubinstein implemented an optimized version of the K-SVD algorithm that replaces the
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Algorithm 2 The K-SVD algorithm to learn dictionaries for sparse representations [2],
where D is the dictionary matrix, Y is the data matrix, and X is the coefficient matrix.
Matlab-like notation is used to index and slice matrices. Algorithm adapted from [18].
Input: D,Y . Initial D can be randomly chosen, normalized columns of Y
Output: D,X
1: repeat
2: X← SparseCoding(D,Y) . OMP is the recommended algorithm
3: for all dk in D do . Random ordering; dk is the kth column of D
4: `← {i | X(k, i) 6= 0} . Get the locations of non-zero values in row k of X
5: YR ← Y(:, `) . Slice out columns of Y where X(k, :) 6= 0
6: XR ← X(:, `) . Slice out the same columns of X
7: XR(k, :)← 0 . Zero out the kth row of XR
8: ER ← YR −DXR . Error for the selected columns when dk is not used
9: USV> ← SVD(ER) . Only the largest s.v. and its vectors are needed
10: D(:, k)← U(:, 1) . Update the kth dictionary element
11: X(k, `)← S(1, 1)V(:, 1)> . Update its non-zero coefficients
12: end for
13: until stopping criterion
SVD computation with a fast approximation and uses his optimized Batch-OMP algorithm
for the sparse coding step [96]. Throughout this work, we used his implementation in all
places where we refer to K-SVD.
Aharon et al. also developed a non-negative variant of the K-SVD algorithm, NN-K-
SVD [3], which uses the non-negative basis pursuit algorithm given by Hoyer [50] for the
sparse coding step. Other options for dictionary learning include further variants of K-SVD
[65, 96, 100], the method of optimal directions [44, 100], and others [59, 66, 70, 71].
3.3.3 Alternative methods for dimensionality reduction
Principal component analysis (PCA) reduces the dimensionality of data by projecting it onto
a small set of orthogonal bases that maximizes the amount of variance preserved through the
projection. The idea was originally presented by Pearson [89], and later expanded upon by
Hotelling [49]. The PCA algorithm relies on the assumption that the directions of greatest
variance contain the most useful information, which may not always be true.
Independent component analysis (ICA) seeks to decompose a signal into the sum of in-
dividual components, much like sparse representations. However, ICA uses the assumption
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that the components will be statistically independent for regularization instead of an as-
sumption of sparsity. ICA was originally addressed by Jutten and Herault [54] and applied
to a blind source separation (BSS) problem. Choi et al. provide a review of the various
different methods, applications, and extensions of BSS and ICA algorithms [29].
Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) is another decomposition method developed
by Lee and Seung [61, 62] that is related to ICA, BSS, and sparse representations. Of partic-
ular note, Smaragdis presented a method that is similar to the frozen dictionary approach
we present in Chapter 5, but which he applied using NMF [98] and probabilistic latent
component analysis [99] instead of sparse representations. He found it to provide excellent
separation of vocals and a piano accompaniment [98]. NMF relies on the assumption that
the inner dimension between the dictionary and coefficient matrices is small (relative to the
other dimensions) in order to prevent the problem from being underdetermined. This effec-
tively limits the number of dictionary atoms that may be used. For the poultry monitoring
application, this limitation is problematic because we would like to have enough dictionary
atoms to be able to represent a wide range of sounds from different sources.
While several of these other methods could potentially be applied in this work, sparse
representations seem to provide the most natural fit for modeling the acoustic environment
inside poultry production facilities. The OLAF and ELSA methods presented in Chapters 5
and 6 are both based on sparse coding. A comparison of the ELSA method against a
modified method that uses PCA instead of sparse coding is given in Section 6.9.
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CHAPTER 4
PRELIMINARY DISEASE DETECTION METHODS
Disease detection was one of the earlier thrusts of this work. This chapter covers a few
preliminary experiments to evaluate the tenability of disease detection using standard ma-
chine learning techniques. The results here are later improved upon by the OLAF method
in Chapter 5.
4.1 Rale detection
As described in Section 2.1.4, rales are a sound that chickens make as a symptom of common
respiratory diseases such as infectious bronchitis (IB). Since rales do not occur with healthy
chickens, detecting them can tip farmers off to outbreaks of disease in their flocks. This
section describes an earlier algorithm for detecting rales in the IB dataset. Its contents are
largely taken from [21], where the work was published.
4.1.1 Data labeling
With the guidance of experts at the Poultry Diagnostic and Research Center (PDRC),
rales were manually labeled in various recordings from the experiment group in the IB
dataset for use as training data. This task was difficult and time-consuming because many
files contained rales that were barely discernible above the background noise. To avoid
excessive false positives caused by including very quiet rales in the training data, we limited
our training set to six files we had found with more clearly discernible rales and two files
recorded prior to infection that contained no rales. All eight of these files came from the
experiment group, so the training data did not include any data from the control group.
After transforming the training data into the feature space, there were 629 samples marked
as rales out of 15,976 samples total.
Our data was labeled using Audacity as described in Section 2.2.1. The results of our
classification algorithm could be output as Audacity label files, with adjacent detections
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merged into single labels. This provided a convenient way to visualize the performance of
the approach on sample data.
4.1.2 Method
Using the training data, our detection algorithm was developed as follows:
1. Calculate MFCCs (including the deltas and delta-deltas) using a 25 ms window width
and a 10 ms shift, yielding 39-dimensional vectors for each time slice. (See Sec-
tions 3.2.1 and 3.2.5.)
2. Cluster the vectors of MFCCs into 60 clusters using the k-means algorithm, yielding
a single cluster index for each time slice. (See Section 3.3.1.)
3. Take histograms of the cluster indices over a 100ms (or 8 sample) wide window and
with a 30 ms (or 3 sample) shift.
4. Train a decision tree using the Weka’s implementation of the C4.5 algorithm with a
confidence factor of 0.002 and a minimum of 5 samples per leaf.
MFCCs were designed to match human auditory perception and are widely used in speech
recognition [92]. Since humans are able to perceive rales, MFCCs provided a reasonable
starting point for our choice of features as well as a significant reduction in dimensionality.
We ran k-means on the MFCCs to automatically divide the samples into perceptually dif-
ferent clusters of sounds [69]. Because of the small window size of MFCCs, a single sample
only contains information about what is happening during a short instant within a rale.
Thus, we took a histogram of the cluster indices to gather information about the types of
sounds that were happening over the duration of time that a short rale might last. Finally,
we trained a decision tree to examine this histogram and determine if the distribution of
sounds match those that would be expected in a rale. The decision tree parameters were
manually tuned to yield a small tree to help ensure that overfitting was not occurring, given
the small number of rales in our training data. Our final decision tree contained 10 leaf
nodes.
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Table 2: Training data confusion
matrix for rale detection. Results
taken from [21].
Algorithm label
Human label None Rale
None 15230 117
Rale 306 323
The C4.5 decision tree learning algorithm is Quinlan’s extension of his iterative di-
chotomiser 3 (ID3) algorithm [94] to add support for missing values, continuous attributes,
and attributes with different costs [93]. Like ID3, C4.5 attempts at each step to split the
data in a way that maximizes information gain.
4.1.3 Evaluation
The confusion matrix obtained by running ten-fold cross validation on our training data is
given in Table 2, and represents 73.4% precision and 51.4% recall. Although the training
files were chosen because they contained relatively loud rales, there were still many quieter
rales mixed in that were not detected. This contributed to the low recall value. Also, many
of the misclassifications were caused by disagreement between the algorithmic labeling and
the human labeling on when rales started and ended, even when they both detected the
same rale. This mismatch in starting and ending times can be seen in Figure 3. For the
detector to be useful in practice, it only needs to detect enough rales over time to make
accurate decisions about the health of the chickens.
We tested our rale detection algorithm by running it on the full 25 days of recorded data
for both the experiment group and the control group. On a 2.66 GHz Core II Quad CPU, it
took only a few seconds to run the detection algorithm on each minute-long recording. The
detection rates per day are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The detection rate of the experiment
group clearly ramps up a few days after infection and remains high until the experiment
ends, matching the course of the disease. Note that the chickens were removed at 8AM on
the final day, but the recording continued through the remainder of the day. Thus, it is
expected that the detection rate for day 25 would be about a third as high as the preceding
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Figure 3: A comparison of human labeling and our algorithm’s labeling of rales in one
of the training samples, as viewed in Audacity. The top pane shows a spectrogram of the
recording with frequency along the y-axis and time along the x-axis. The middle pane shows
the human labeling of rales, and the bottom pane shows our algorithm’s labeling. Although
the same rales are often labeled by both, some of the misclassifications arise simply because
the starting and ending times do not match up exactly. Figure taken from [21].
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days, as reflected in the plot in Figure 4.
Although there are always some false positives, the detection rate remains low when the
experiment group is healthy in Figure 4 and throughout all of the control group recordings
in Figure 5. The control group does show a slight increase in detection rate over the same
days as when the experiment group was sick, even though it was healthy during that period.
This is likely because all of the training data that contained rales came from the sick period,
which may have biased the detector toward age-dependent characteristics of the chicken
sounds, or toward any background noises that were audible in both boxes during that time.
We located the 20 files with the highest detection rates for both the experiment and the
control groups and had our classifier generate label files for them. This allowed us to import
the labels into Audacity and examine the sounds that triggered the detections. All 20 files
from the experiment group contained rales that were being detected correctly. The files
from the control group contained various sounds that triggered false positives. Most were
caused by a faint mechanical tapping noise present in several of the recordings that sounded
very similar to short rales. Others were caused by workers talking and making noise in the
room, or by occasional lower pitched vocalizations from the birds. These sounds occurred
mostly in the same frequency range as rales, and were not represented in the small amount
of training data.
4.1.4 Conclusion
Although this algorithm produces some misclassifications, it successfully detects enough rales
to easily distinguish between times when the chickens are sick and when they are healthy.
The results are encouraging in establishing the feasibility of automating detection of rales,
especially because the background noise in the boxes used for our experiment is much louder
than the typical noise levels in commercial poultry houses.
However, this algorithm cannot be easily transferred to new environments with different
types of background noise. Running it on other datasets that do not contain rales produced
large numbers of false positives, and it would be costly to label the data necessary to retrain
it for each new environment. The small number of birds in the boxes also eliminates the
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Rale Detections, Experiment Group
Figure 4: The rale detection rate per day for the experiment group. These chickens were
infected on day 15 and were confirmed to be exhibiting clinical signs of the disease on day
22. The chickens were removed from the chamber about 1/3 of the way through day 25.
The detection rates match the expected development of the disease. Figure taken from [21].





















Rale Detections, Control Group
Figure 5: The rale detection rate per day for the control group. These chickens were
healthy throughout the entire experiment, so no rales should be present at any time. The
detection rate increases slightly over days 20–24, corresponding to when the experiment
group was sick. This is likely a small bias in the algorithm caused by all of the training data
that contained rales coming from that same time period and age range. Figure taken from
[21].
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constant chatter problem encountered in large houses with tens of thousands of birds.
4.2 Infectious bronchitis detection
Another method we explored sought to label each minute-long recording as either sick or
healthy. This method was primarily developed by Bradley Whitaker and was published
in [108]. The features used were derived by training a sparse coding dictionary (using the
alternating minimization algorithm from Section 3.3.2.2) on a band of frequencies from the
spectrogram, and then summing the resulting coefficients over the duration of a minute long
recording. This process is shown in Figure 6. A support vector machine (SVM) [38, 11, 91]
was then trained to label the summed coefficients as either healthy or sick, yielding the
detection rates plotted in Figure 7.
As can be seen in the plots, this algorithm performed well in distinguishing between
when the chickens were sick and when they were healthy. Its method of labeling entire files
as healthy or sick instead of trying to label individual symptomatic sounds makes it much
easier obtain labeled training data. The user can simply select files from time periods when
it is known that the chickens were either sick or healthy, and does not need to tediously
label each sound within the files.
However, the file-level labeling also comes with a drawback. It is more difficult to
ensure that the algorithm is actually cuing on symptoms of the disease instead of on other
potentially confounding factors, such as slight differences in the background noise for each
isolator box. To verify whether or not this is the case, we would need additional datasets
recorded in similar settings (e.g. with the isolator chambers reversed for the experiment and
control groups).
4.3 Cough detection
We also did some earlier work attempting to detect coughs and sneezes from chickens sick
with laryngotracheitis (LT). Although coughs are generally louder than rales, they also vary
much more in how they sound and what they look like spectrally. Some coughs are very
short and abrupt, while others last longer. Some are single bursts of sound (“choo”) while
others are double bursts (“ka-choo”). Many coughs are mixed with different vocalizations,
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Figure 6: Feature calculation flowchart for IB detection. From the audio waveform, a
spectrogram is computed. The frequencies between 500 Hz and 3 kHz are extracted from
the spectrogram, and then decomposed into a sparse set of dictionary coefficients. These
coefficients are summed together over the entire minute-long recording to yield the features
used for classification. Figure taken from [108].
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Figure 7: Daily percentage of IB audio recordings labeled as being sick for the control
(left) and experiment (right) groups of chickens. The experiment group was infected on day
15. Figures taken from [108].
like chirps or a squawks, that change how they sound. We found that all of this variation
made it difficult to separate cough sounds from other activity and noise that occurred
during the day. However, the coughs were still present during the nighttime hours, while
the background noise and activity levels were greatly reduced.
We developed a nighttime cough detection algorithm that was presented at the 2015
Poultry Science Association Annual Meeting [19]. In this algorithm, MFCCs were calculated
from the audio data and then passed into an SVM trained to classify coughs. The SVM was
trained using 20 minutes of labeled data from the LT2 dataset, and the resulting model was
tested on the LT3 dataset. Figure 8 shows plots of our algorithm’s nightly cough detection
rate compared to plots of clinical sign scores measured by PDRC staff from each of the four
rooms in the LT3 experiment. The clinical signs are a rough measure of how sick the birds
were in each room, and were only measured over five days around the period when the birds
should have been exhibiting symptoms of the disease. The birds in three of the four rooms
were sick during this period, while the birds in the control room remained healthy. As can
been seen in the plots, the number of coughs detected by our algorithm correlated well with
the clinical sign measurements.
After classifying the individual feature samples, the number of cough detections was
summed over a 60 minute wide sliding window and the result was compared against a
threshold to classify the chickens as either healthy or sick. This threshold was swept across
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Figure 8: Plots of LT3 clinical signs measurements (top) versus the nightly cough detection
rate (bottom). The clinical signs were only measured over the 5 days the birds were expected
to be most sick. The left column shows the results for the room containing the control flock,
which never got sick. The right three columns show the results for the three sick rooms.
The early spike in the detection rate seen in the second and fourth columns occurred on the
day the chickens were placed in the rooms.
the full range of values to generate receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves showing
the true positive rate from each of the three sick rooms plotted against the false positive
rate from the healthy room. These ROC curves are plotted in Figure 9, and represent the
nighttime data over the period of time when the chickens in the experiment rooms were
actually sick. The results indicate that the algorithm can give about a 50% or greater true
detection rate over a 60 minute window with almost no false positives.
The algorithm performed well on this data even though the healthy control group was
located in different rooms between the training (LT2) and testing (LT3) datasets. However,
the model trained here likely would not generalize well to other facilities without labeling
new data and retraining.
4.4 Tools
In the process of testing different ideas and methods for disease detection, we developed
software tools to make it easier to run trained models on different data and solicit help in
labeling data.
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Figure 9: ROC curves for LT detection using nighttime LT3 data showing the true positive
rate from each of the three sick rooms plotted against the false positive rate from the healthy
room. Cough detections were summed over an hour long sliding window, and the results
were compared against a threshold that was varied to generate the plot.
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Figure 10: Vocalization processing testbed (VPT) screenshots. The left screenshot shows
the tab that allowed the user to run a detector on the data in a folder and output the results
to a comma-separated variable file. The right screenshot shows the tab that allowed the
user to output label files that could be loaded in Audacity to see what sounds triggered
detections.
4.4.1 Vocalization processing testbed (VPT)
The vocalization processing testbed (VPT) was a framework we developed in Python for our
earlier disease detection algorithms. It defined an interface for each training or processing
step that allowed them to be chained together easily. Complete, trained models could be
saved out to a single file and loaded again for later use. The VPT included a GUI interface
for loading and running these models on arbitrary data to allow them to be used by people
unfamiliar with the code. The output could either be classification statistics for each of the
input files, or label files that showed exactly what sounds triggered the different classifications
when loaded in Audacity. Screenshots of the interface are given in Figure 10. We later
moved away from Python and the VPT interface in order to make use of Rubinstein’s
optimized sparse coding algortihms, which were written in Matlab [96].
4.4.2 Labeling GUI
We also developed a labeling GUI in Matlab to make it easier and faster for animal science
experts to help us label sounds in the data. The GUI required the sounds of interest in a
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recording to be pre-segmented, allowing the user to quickly skip from sound to sound by
clicking on the associated entry in a table. While this increased the preparatory work needed
on our end, it decreased the effort required for those we would ask for help by eliminating
the need to find and specify when the sounds occurred. The GUI allowed the user to play
the context around each sound while animating the current play location on a spectrogram
plot. It also included functionality to normalize the volume of the sounds since the gain
settings sometimes varied from microphone to microphone.
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CHAPTER 5
OUTLIER LEARNING VIA AUGMENTED FROZEN DICTIONARIES
(OLAF)
A small-scale preliminary test of the method presented in this chapter was presented as an
abstract in [20]. A much more comprehensive description and evaluation of the method was
later published as a journal paper in [18]. Most of the contents of this chapter are taken
from that paper.
This work was done in collaboration with Bradley Whitaker. He contributed the code
dealing with the alternating minimization method and SVM learning, while I contributed
the code dealing with K-SVD and feature calculation as well as the idea for the algorithm.
5.1 Introduction
People are adept at acclimatizing to an audio environment and identifying changes. Du-
plicating this behavior in software, however, is a difficult task and an active research area
[6, 30, 45, 8]. This chapter presents outlier learning via augmented frozen dictionaries
(OLAF), a signal processing method we have developed to detect anomalous events in an
acoustic sound scene. First, typical sound events are learned for a given environment us-
ing a dictionary learning algorithm. The learned dictionary elements are then frozen (held
constant), and the dictionary is augmented with additional elements and trained on data
containing abnormalities. Since the original, frozen elements are still available to repre-
sent typical events, the new elements should learn to represent the anomalies that were not
present in the normal data.
The OLAF method requires knowledge of the general time periods of when the data
contains anomalies, but does not require labeling of the individual anomalous sounds. Its
tendency to separate the anomalous and normal events can make subsequent classification
of individual events easier and require less individually labeled training data. If individual
events need not be detected, it also lends itself well to classifying anomalous periods of time
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without the need for any individually labeled data.
The algorithm was tested on two sets of environmental recordings of chickens. One set
contained anomalies that we synthetically added to some of the recordings, while the other
contained a known anomalous condition where some of the chickens were sick for a period
of time. The results with the sick chickens improve upon our prior disease detection work
described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 both in terms of performance and a reduced need for
costly labeling of individual sound events. These types of algorithms have the potential to
allow farmers to respond more quickly to the onset of disease, lowering their costs and the
likelihood of diseases spreading to other houses.
Several aspects of these environments pose challenges for audio signal processing. The
ventilation fans create significant amounts of background noise. Workers can create a wide
variety of sounds and disturbances as they maintain equipment and care for the birds. The
birds themselves make many different types of noises, including various vocalizations, flap-
ping wings, drinker strikes, and feeding. The primary symptom of the disease the sick chick-
ens had was that they would sometimes emit rales (subtle gurgling noises) while breathing.
These rales are much quieter than many of the other sounds typically present.
A major benefit of the frozen dictionary approach is its generality. It could easily
be applied to many other signal processing problems both inside and outside the field of
bioacoustics—as long as data with and without anomalies is available.
5.2 Frozen elements algorithms
The frozen dictionary approach is a method we developed to try to learn the difference
between normal and abnormal data in the presence of similar background noise. It is similar
to work previously done by Smaragdis with non-negative matrix factorization [98, 99]. The
method is as follows:
1. Learn a sparsifying dictionary on normal data.
2. Freeze the learned dictionary elements and augment the dictionary with additional
non-frozen elements.
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3. Run the dictionary learning algorithm again on the abnormal data, holding the frozen
elements constant.
Ideally, the frozen part of the dictionary learned in the first step will be able to represent
the background noise and normal aspects of the data well. When the learning algorithm
is run again in the third step, the majority of the reconstruction error should come from
the anomalous aspects of the data that were not present in the normal data. Thus, the
augmented elements should learn to represent those abnormalities in order to minimize the
reconstruction error.
We modified both the alternating minimization and the K-SVD algorithms mentioned
in Sections 3.3.2.2 and 3.3.2.3 so that only a portion of the dictionary would be updated
during each iteration.
5.2.1 Frozen K-SVD
Modification of the K-SVD algorithm to allow some dictionary elements to be held constant
while others are updated is straightforward. The loop beginning on line 3 of Algorithm 2 in
Section 3.3.2.3 is simply changed to only loop over the non-frozen columns of the dictionary.
5.2.2 Frozen alternating minimization
Modifying Algorithm 1 from Section 3.3.2.2 results in what we call the frozen alternating
minimization algorithm, presented in Algorithm 3.
In our situation, the initial frozen dictionary Df is the dictionary learned using Algo-
rithm 1 on the dataset assumed to contain no anomalies. The initial unfrozen dictionary
Du is generated randomly. When the unfrozen dictionary is trained on data that contains
additive anomalies, it should learn features that represent these anomalies since the normal
part of the signal can already be modeled by the frozen dictionary.
5.3 Experiments
5.3.1 Data
The first set of recordings came from the Breeder dataset described in Section 2.1.2, con-
sisting of a few hundred chickens in a long pen at a research farm. The second came from
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Algorithm 3 The frozen alternating minimization algorithm, where each ym is a data
vector (a column of Y), each xm is a sparse coefficient vector (a column of X), D is the
sparse coding dictionary, λ is a fidelity-sparsity tradeoff parameter, C is the set of matrices
in RN×K whose columns have `2-norm less than one, and M is the number of data samples
selected for training. Algorithm adapted from [18].
Input: Signals {ym ∈ RN}m=1,...,M, initial frozen dictionary Df , initial unfrozen dictionary
Du, regularization term λ, number of iterations K
1: Initialize D← [Df |Du]
2: for k = 1, ...,K do
3: for m = 1, ...,M (in parallel) do
4: Calculate coefficient vectors:




‖ym −Dx‖22 + λ ‖x‖1
6: end for
7: Update dictionary (unfrozen elements only):








‖ym − [Df |Du]xm‖22
9: D = [Df |Du]
10: end for
11: return D
the IB dataset detailed in Section 2.1.4, consisting of healthy and sick chickens in isolator
boxes during a vaccine trial.
5.3.1.1 Chicken audio with synthetic anomalies
The training data for the synthetic anomaly experiment consisted of 420 minutes of data
randomly selected from the three months of data in the Breeder dataset. Of these 420 min-
utes, 300 minutes were unmodified and served as the non-anomalous data. We synthetically
added anomalies to the remaining 120 minutes of data.
The synthetic anomalies were random, 0.2 s to 0.4 s segments of a short recording of
human crowd babble noise that were added to the waveform at a power level 6 dB below the
power of the minute-long chicken recording. The power level of the anomalies was chosen
to be low to prevent detection using simple signal-level techniques and also to simulate the
detection of subtle events. This made the anomalies quiet enough that even human listeners
would have difficulty noticing them.
The chicken recordings were resampled to 16 kHz to match the crowd babble recording
prior to adding the anomalies. The insertion rate varied randomly between 10 and 30
40
anomalies per minute. The ends of the anomaly waveforms were tapered using a Hanning-
shaped window, and the final waveform was scaled down if necessary to prevent clipping.
The above procedure was repeated to obtain another 300 normal and 120 anomalous one-
minute-long files to serve as a test set, ensuring that no files overlapped with the training
set.
5.3.1.2 Chicken audio with disease
For the IB data, we treated rale sounds produced by sick chickens as the anomalies. This
sound is never present in the healthy control group, or for the experiment group prior to
becoming sick. Our knowledge of the general time period when the experiment group was
sick allowed us to apply the OLAF method.
We randomly selected 600 files from healthy chickens to serve as the normal training
data. This included files from the control group throughout the entire experiment, and from
the experimental group prior to infection. We randomly selected 120 files from the period
when the experimental group was sick to serve as the anomalous training data. A second,
disjoint set of 600 healthy and 120 sick files were selected as a test set. Finally, an additional
20 minutes of recordings from the experimental group were individually analyzed and the
rales in those files were manually labeled.
5.3.2 Procedure
We used mel magnitude spectrum features (see Section 3.2.4) calculated as follows:
1. Apply a pre-emphasis filter (having a zero at 0.97) to the waveform.
2. Calculate the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) with a window width of 50ms and
50% overlap.
3. Take the magnitude of the result from the STFT.
4. Apply a triangular filter bank with 13 mel-scaled frequency bands between 100Hz and
8kHz to the magnitude spectrum.
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This feature calculation is similar to that of mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs)
[40], but without the log scaling or the discrete cosine transform at the end. Leaving off
these two steps preserves the pseudo-additivity of the magnitude spectrum, which matches
the assumptions of additivity underlying the K-SVD algorithm. We also do not include an
explicit energy term as is often done with MFCCs.
After extracting the audio features, we learned augmented frozen dictionaries using both
the K-SVD and alternating minimization algorithms. When learning a dictionary using the
alternating minimization algorithm, we applied a zero-mean preprocessing step on the audio
features. When using the sparse coding algorithms, we learned dictionaries with and without
the zero-mean operation. We did not do a full whitening by normalizing to unit variance.
Normalizing the variance would increase the influence of noise, particularly at night when
the chicken noises themselves are relatively quiet and the sound scene is dominated by
background noise.
All dictionaries had 36 elements that were trained on the normal, or healthy, training
data. Afterwards, we froze those 36 elements and augmented the dictionary with 4 additional
elements. The augmented elements were trained using the unlabeled anomalous, or sick,
training data. We used these dictionaries to calculate sparse coefficient vectors for the
training and test data in each dataset. While the features are all non-negative, we do not
enforce non-negativity when learning the dictionaries or calculating the coefficients.
The number of frozen elements and augmented elements was not chosen through a rig-
orous parameter search. These numbers were chosen somewhat arbitrarily, and future work
could explore how sensitive the frozen dictionary approach is to these parameters. We chose
the number of augmented elements to be small because there is little variance in the audio
characteristics of chicken rales.
We used the learned coefficients as features in three different analyses. The first two
analyses were applied to both the babble noise dataset and the hand-labeled portion of the
IB dataset, and required that individual anomalies in the audio files be labeled. The third
analysis was performed on the entire IB dataset, and only required the high-level labels
needed to learn the frozen dictionary. The analyses are summarized as follows:
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1. Average and compute the correlations of the coefficient magnitudes calculated using
the normal data, the normal portions of the anomalous data, and the anomalous
portions of the anomalous data.
2. Use the anomaly labels to train a support vector machine (SVM) classifying whether
or not each 50 ms audio window contains an anomaly (either babble noise or a chicken
rale, depending on the dataset).
3. Average the coefficients calculated across an entire one-minute audio file and classify
whether or not each audio file came from the healthy flock or the sick flock.
5.4 Results
As previously mentioned, we use our sparse coefficients in two different types of anomaly
detection. The first type is concerned with identifying individual anomalous events. While
it may be tempting to classify an anomaly based on the augmented dictionary elements
that are likely used to represent those anomalies, a more effective way to classify is by
using common machine learning algorithms, such as SVMs. This type of anomaly detection
requires that individual anomalies are labeled in the SVM training data.
The second type of anomaly detection identifies whether or not a given audio file comes
from a normal dataset or an anomalous dataset. This method only requires the file-level
labels that are used to generate the dictionaries.
In the remainder of this section, we analyze the coefficients by looking at how they are
used in sparse-coding the test data. In addition, we use the coefficient vectors to train SVMs
to determine whether or not a given 50 ms time window contains babble noise or a chicken
rale according to the dataset. For the infectious bronchitis dataset, we also average the
coefficient vectors from each one-minute audio file to train an SVM that can identify if a
test file comes from a healthy flock or a sick flock. We use LIBSVM to train and test the
SVMs [23].
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Synthetic Dataset -- K-SVD Dictionary
normal data
non-anomalous portion of anomalous data
anomalous portion of anomalous data
Figure 11: Average coefficient magnitudes of the synthetic anomaly test set using the K-
SVD dictionary. Dictionary elements 1–36 were learned on the normal data and frozen while
elements 37–40 were learned on the anomalous data. Figure taken from [18].
5.4.1 Synthetic anomalies results
5.4.1.1 Average coefficient use
The average coefficient magnitudes calculated using the test data from the synthetic anomaly
dataset are plotted in Figures 11 and 12. Figure 11 shows the coefficients from the K-SVD
dictionary without the zero-mean preprocessing step. The black bar in each group corre-
sponds to the coefficients obtained from the non-anomalous data. The gray bar corresponds
to the coefficients of the portions of the anomalous data that did not have anomalies. The
white bar corresponds to the coefficients of the anomalous portion of the anomalous data.
These bar graph conventions are the same in the other figures discussed in this section.
With regards to Figure 11, two observations are of particular importance. The first
observation is that one of the augmented dictionary elements (element 40) is not used much
when factoring the normal audio signal, but is used extensively on the anomalous portions of
the anomalous data. This conforms to our hypothesis; after freezing the original 36-element
dictionary, the augmented portion uncovered a dictionary element that seems to correspond
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Synthetic Dataset -- Alternating Minimization Dictionary
normal data
non-anomalous portion of anomalous data
anomalous portion of anomalous data
Figure 12: Average coefficient magnitudes of the synthetic anomaly test set using the
alternating minimization dictionary. Dictionary elements 1–36 were learned on the normal
data and frozen while elements 37–40 were learned on the anomalous data. Figure taken
from [18].
to the audio features of the crowd babble noise.
The second observation is that the coefficients used by the dataset without anomalies
and the normal portion of the dataset with anomalies are highly correlated. Indeed, the
black and gray bars have a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.986. The black and white
bars and the gray and white bars have much lower correlation coefficients of 0.502 and 0.525,
respectively. This suggests that when calculating the sparse coefficients, different dictionary
elements are used when modeling normal versus anomalous sounds. We note that while
these (and subsequent) correlation values are not used as part of the classification process,
we report them to validate the intuition of using the frozen dictionary method to learn
discriminating features from the data.
Figure 12 shows a plot of the average coefficient magnitudes calculated using the alter-
nating minimization dictionary. As with the K-SVD dictionary, the normal data and the
normal portion of the anomalous data are almost perfectly correlated: the correlation coef-
ficient is 0.999. However, the anomalous coefficient vectors are also highly correlated with
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Table 3: Synthetic anomaly detection results. Results taken from [18].
Accuracy Precision Recall
(µ± σ) (µ± σ) (µ± σ)
Unfiltered
K-SVD 0.905 ± 0.003 0.643 ± 0.028 0.189 ± 0.032
K-SVD−µ 0.911 ± 0.001 0.679 ± 0.018 0.272 ± 0.007
AM−µ 0.922 ± 0.000 0.786 ± 0.008 0.268 ± 0.004
3-point median filter
K-SVD 0.908 ± 0.003 0.869 ± 0.024 0.133 ± 0.035
K-SVD−µ 0.917 ± 0.001 0.859 ± 0.025 0.236 ± 0.009
AM−µ 0.924 ± 0.000 0.901 ± 0.011 0.243 ± 0.004
the normal coefficients: the black and white bars and the gray and white bars both have
correlation coefficients of 0.976. Despite this, some elements (12, 13, 32, 37, and 39) still
seem to distinguish between the babble noise and the regular audio. It is encouraging that
two of these elements come from the augmented portion of the data.
5.4.1.2 SVM classifier
The synthetic anomaly dataset was completely labeled: we defined a 50 ms time-window as
being anomalous if it contained at least 25 ms of crowd babble noise. With these labels, we
were able to generate an SVM to test the effectiveness of using sparse coefficient vectors in
a classification task. Table 3 outlines our results.
In this table—and in the other tables in this chapter—the “K-SVD” row reports the
results of the SVM trained and tested on the coefficients calculated using the K-SVD dic-
tionary that did not include the zero-mean preprocessing step; the “K-SVD−µ” row reports
the results for the K-SVD dictionary that included the zero-mean preprocessing operation;
and the “AM−µ” row reports the results for the alternating minimization dictionary (which
also included the zero-mean operation as a preprocessing step). The tables report the mean
and standard deviation of classification accuracy, precision, and recall after repeating the
experiment ten times. In repeating the experiment, we used the same training and test data
but used random initial conditions to learn new dictionaries and SVM classifiers. The small
standard deviations reported in the tables indicate that the dictionary learning algorithms
are very consistent.
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The top half of Table 3 reports the accuracy, precision, and recall of the anomaly detec-
tion task with respect to individual 50 ms time windows.1 The numbers represent the mean
(µ) and standard deviation (σ) of scores after learning ten different dictionaries and their
respective classifiers. The table shows that alternating minimization reports the highest
average accuracy (0.922) and precision (0.786). The zero-mean K-SVD algorithm produces
the best recall (0.272), but the alternating minimization algorithm’s recall is very similar
(0.268). All three algorithms are comparable, except that the K-SVD approach performed
poorly in recall (0.189) and the alternating minimization approach performed much better
in precision.
The bottom half of the table reports the same information after filtering the labels
with a median filter. Recall that the synthetic anomalies range from 200 ms to 400 ms in
duration. Since our features are calculated on 50 ms time windows, anomalies must occur
in clusters; they cannot appear as isolated events. The three-point median filter will remove
any anomaly that appears in an isolated time window. Applying the median filter increases
the accuracy and precision in all cases, but does so at the expense of recall. Intuitively, this
means that while we miss more anomalies, we are more confident that what we detect as an
anomaly is classified correctly.
We note that while the recall is low for even the best-case scenario, the SVM is attempting
to classify anomalies that have a power level that is 6 dB lower than the background audio
sound. The SVM can still recall over a quarter of the almost inaudible anomalies.
We also wish to comment on the small recall values associated with the K-SVD case.
A small recall indicates that the classifier had more false negatives. Since there is a large
imbalance in the class sizes, having many false negatives (labeling many abnormal samples
as normal) can still result in a high accuracy even though the classifier is not as useful.
Because of this, the precision and recall values are often more informative when dealing
with imbalanced datasets.
1Precision = TP / (TP+FP), recall = TP / (TP+FN), and accuracy = (TP + TN) / (TP + TN + FP
+ FN) where TP, FP, TN, and FN are the number of true positives, false positives, true negatives and false
negatives, respectively.
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IB Dataset -- K-SVD Dictionary
healthy data
non-rale portion of sick data
rale portion of sick data
Figure 13: Average coefficient magnitudes of the infectious bronchitis test set using the
K-SVD dictionary. Dictionary elements 1–36 were learned on the healthy data and frozen
while elements 37–40 were learned on the sick data.
5.4.2 Disease detection results: individual time windows
5.4.2.1 Average coefficient use
The average coefficient magnitudes calculated using the test data from the infectious bron-
chitis dataset are plotted in Figures 13 and 14. Figure 13 shows the coefficients from the
K-SVD dictionary without the zero-mean preprocessing step. We note that two of the aug-
mented dictionary elements (37 and 39) are used heavily to reconstruct time-windows with
rales present. We also note that, unlike in the controlled synthetic anomaly dataset, there is
little correlation between any of the average coefficient values. The correlation coefficients
between the black and gray bars, the black and white bars, and the gray and white bars are
0.1309, -0.0989, and 0.0035, respectively. The zero-mean K-SVD dictionary reports similar
results.
One possible explanation of the poor correlation between the healthy test set and the
non-rale portion of the sick test set is that while the non-labeled healthy test set came from
a uniform sampling of the chickens, the labeled rale test set consisted of 20 one-minute-long
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IB Dataset -- Alternating Minimization Dictionary
healthy data
non-rale portion of sick data
rale portion of sick data
Figure 14: Average coefficient magnitudes of the infectious bronchitis test set using the
alternating minimization dictionary. Dictionary elements 1–36 were learned on the healthy
data and frozen while elements 37–40 were learned on the sick data.
files that were mostly recorded at night. This is because rales are more easily identified and
labeled while the chickens are asleep and background noise is minimized.
Figure 14 shows the coefficients calculated using the alternating minimization dictionary.
As in the previous figures, one augmented dictionary element stands out as correlating
particularly well with the rale audio sounds (element 38). While it may not appear so at
first glance, these average coefficient magnitudes also have desirable correlation properties.
The healthy dataset and the non-rale portion of the sick dataset have a correlation of 0.895,
the healthy dataset and the rale portion of the sick dataset have a correlation of 0.246, and
the non-rale and rale portions of the sick dataset have a correlation of 0.325.
5.4.2.2 SVM classifier
Unlike with the synthetic anomaly dataset, we only had a small selection of manually-
labeled data in the infectious bronchitis dataset. Therefore, we chose to train a 10-fold
cross-validated SVM to determine how well the sparse coefficients could be used to classify
individual time windows as containing a rale. Table 4 outlines our results.
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Table 4: Individual rale detection results. Results taken from [18].
Accuracy Precision Recall
(µ± σ) (µ± σ) (µ± σ)
Unfiltered
K-SVD 0.968 ± 0.001 0.881 ± 0.017 0.791 ± 0.017
K-SVD−µ 0.968 ± 0.001 0.875 ± 0.021 0.791 ± 0.018
AM−µ 0.969 ± 0.000 0.862 ± 0.005 0.763 ± 0.004
3-point median filter
K-SVD 0.963 ± 0.001 0.914 ± 0.014 0.701 ± 0.025
K-SVD−µ 0.963 ± 0.001 0.912 ± 0.018 0.700 ± 0.029
AM−µ 0.963 ± 0.000 0.911 ± 0.005 0.632 ± 0.006
The top half of the table reports the results for the unfiltered labeled rales. All methods
have similar accuracy, precision, and recall values. In addition, these values are significantly
higher than prior results of 73.4% precision and 51.4% recall reported in Section 4.1. The
increase in performance can likely be attributed to a number of factors. The clustering
approach used in the prior work cannot effectively represent multiple sounds happening
at once without creating new clusters to represent each different possible combination of
sounds. The dictionary approach used here can efficiently represent combinations of sounds
as the sum of a few underlying elements. The previous work also had fewer files with labeled
rales to use for training, and the decision tree algorithm used for its classifier is likely not
as robust as an SVM.
The bottom half of the table reports the results after filtering the labels with a median
filter. The intuition behind the median filter is the same as with the synthetic anomalies:
rales are not temporally isolated events, but are usually continuous noises over 50–400 ms.
As was true for the synthetic anomaly dataset, applying the median filter increased the
precision of the classifier but reduced the recall.
5.4.3 Disease detection results: minute average
Manually labeling individual rales in audio data requires experts and is difficult and time-
consuming. However, labeling whether a one-minute audio file came from a healthy flock or
a sick flock is simple. To leverage this simplicity, we averaged the sparse coefficients across
each one-minute file and labeled the entire file as healthy or sick. We learned an SVM on
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Table 5: Minute-average IB detection results. Results taken
from [18].
Accuracy Precision Recall
(µ± σ) (µ± σ) (µ± σ)
K-SVD 0.985 ± 0.004 0.946 ± 0.024 0.971 ± 0.015
K-SVD−µ 0.997 ± 0.002 0.990 ± 0.004 0.994 ± 0.008
AM−µ 0.993 ± 0.003 0.977 ± 0.014 0.983 ± 0.011
the average coefficients, and the classifier results are reported in Table 5. The alternating
minimization and zero-mean classifiers have a higher accuracy than previous work that also
classified audio files using features that were averaged across one-minute files. Previous work
reports an accuracy of 97.85% [108], but does not report precision or recall. In addition,
the zero-mean K-SVD method presented in this paper achieves almost perfect results; on
average, it correctly classifies 599 of 600 healthy files and 119 of 120 sick files.
5.5 Conclusions
Our frozen dictionary approach to anomaly detection can be used to detect the presence of
subtle events in acoustic sequences without the need to label those events specifically. Using
this approach, it would be easy to create detectors for specific, natural events by first training
on background sounds and then presenting samples that contain both the background and
the desired sound. If labels are available, our approach can be used to create features and
a classifier that can be used to detect individual events.
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CHAPTER 6
ESTIMATING THE LIKELIHOOD OF SPARSE APPROXIMATIONS
(ELSA)
6.1 Introduction
In many applications, it is interesting to know when a system deviates in some way from
its normal mode of operation. Usually, data from the system operating under normal con-
ditions is readily available, but data from the system under anomalous conditions is not.
There are often innumerable and unpredictable ways in which a system can behave in an
anomalous fashion, making collection of data under every possible anomalous condition im-
possible. Even for known anomalous modes, it may be too costly or otherwise infeasible to
create the anomalous conditions just to collect data. For example, no chicken farmer would
intentionally infect an entire flock just to collect disease data from a particular facility, and
neither would it be ethical to do so.
In this chapter, we present a method to estimate the likelihood of sparse approximations
(ELSA) for test data in order to quantify how much a system has deviated from its normal
behavior. Unlike the OLAF method presented in Chapter 5, ELSA does not require any
training data from the anomalous modes of operation—although it does still require data
from normal conditions. Since normal data is generally easy to obtain, ELSA is easier to
adapt and apply to new situations, whereas OLAF may be better for targeting a known
mode of anomalous behavior for which data is available.
6.2 Prior work
The ELSA method fits best in the area of novelty detection, which involves the task of
recognizing when there has been a change in the underlying processes that generate observed
data. Pimentel et al. reviewed the area of novelty detection in 2014 [90], and other reviews
have covered the closely related areas of anomaly detection [22] and outlier detection [112].
However, none of these reviews mention any work based on sparse representations, as is
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proposed here.
Although not mentioned in the reviews, some novelty detection work based on sparse
representations has been done in the past few years. Most of this work has dealt with
detecting anomalies in images [111, 10] and video [110, 67, 37, 78], although there is also
a paper dealing with ECG data [1]. All of these methods examine metrics based on the
reconstruction error and sparsity to determine when anomalies occur. The ELSA method
incorporates the reconstruction error in its monitoring, but is unique in how it also monitors
which atoms get used and how well their coefficient values fit the expected distributions.
The ELSA method represents a mixture of two of the categories of novelty detection
methods that Pimentel enumerates in his review [90]. The sparse coding component fits
in with the reconstruction-based methods, and the subsequent estimation of probability
distributions over the sparse coefficent values fits in with the probabilistic techniques.
6.3 The ELSA method
The ELSA method characterizes a given condition within an environment in two steps.
First, it learns the structure of the various different types of sounds that are present in the
environment. Second, it learns a model representing the characteristics of those different
types of sounds under the given condition. Both steps require data collected from the
relevant environment or condition for training. However, the same data can be used for
both steps—particularly when the goal is to measure deviation from normal behavior. When
characterizing multiple different conditions within an environment, the results of the first
step can be shared across all the models for the different conditions.
The two steps above each produce a set of information used in evaluating the similarity
of future data to the training data. The first produces a sparse coding dictionary that
attempts to capture the general structure of the data (e.g. the types of sounds that are
present). The second produces a set of probability distributions estimated over the training
data that characterizes the likelihoods of each dictionary atom being used, of the non-zero
coefficient values associated with each atom, and of the magnitude of the residual error from
the sparse representation. With this information, we can decompose new data and estimate
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its likelihood of occurring under the assumption that the system is operating under the
same circumstances from which the training data was drawn. When that likelihood is small,
it indicates that the assumption is incorrect and the system is operating under different
conditions. The process can be summarized as follows:
1. Learn a sparse coding dictionary D on a set of data Yd.
2. Use the dictionary D to perform sparse decomposition on a set of training data Yt
representative of the modeM to be characterized, producing a sparse coefficient matrix
Xt such that Yt ≈ DXt.
3. Estimate over the training data Yt the probabilities of each atom getting used, the
probability density functions (PDFs) for the non-zero coefficient values in Xt for each
atom, and the PDF for the magnitude r of the residual error for each sample.
4. Sparse code the test data Y as Y ≈ DX, then estimate the log-likelihood of each
column in Y using the log-likelihoods of each atom used, the log-likelihoods of the
non-zero coefficient values from the corresponding column of X, and the log-likelihood
of the magnitude r of the residual error.
5. Compare the log-likelihoods of the test data against the log-likelihoods typically seen
under modeM or under other modes of operation to make a classification or decision.
Each of these steps is detailed in the following sections.
6.4 Dictionary learning (step 1)
The first step of the ELSA method is to learn a dictionary that can be used to construct
sparse representations of the data. Since many sounds may be present in many of the
different modes of operation that we hope to characterize in a chicken house, we generally
prefer to learn a single dictionary over a broad swath of data. This allows, for instance,
sounds such as chirps to be represented by the same dictionary elements whether they occur
during the day or during the night. Ideally, the dictionary will be able to represent all the
types of sound present in the environment, while their frequency and loudness will later be
characterized by the estimated probability distributions.
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Another approach could be to train the dictionaries on a narrower set of data that targets
a specific mode or condition. In this case, the dictionary may not be able to represent well
sounds that were not present in the training data. This could cause the dictionary atoms and
their coefficients to become less informative in determining whether or not that condition is
present, while the residual error would become more informative.
To learn a dictionary D (and its corresponding sparse coefficient matrix Xd), we would
like to solve
D,Xd = arg min
D,Xd
‖Yd −DXd‖2F subject to ‖(xd)i‖0 ≤ s ∀i, (7)
where Yd is the data over which the dictionary will be trained, Xd is the sparse coefficient
matrix for that data, (xd)i is the ith column of Xd, and s is the sparsity constraint (the
maximum number of dictionary atoms that can be used to represent a sample). Since
the optimal solution to Equation (7) cannot be found efficiently, we instead get a fast
approximation of the solution using the K-SVD algorithm. This step is depicted in Figure 15,
and the K-SVD algorithm is covered in more detail in Section 3.3.2.3. Note that other
dictionary learning algorithms for sparse representations that minimize different objective
functions may also be used for this step.
6.5 Sparse decomposition of a particular mode (step 2)
Once a dictionary has been obtained, the orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm can be used
to perform sparse decomposition of data representative of a particular mode (or condition)
of operation M, giving a sparse coefficient matrix (see Figure 16). The goal of the ELSA
algorithm is to measure how different other data is from the data selected here. As such,
there are a few different approaches to choosing which data to characterize, how to apply
the ELSA algorithm, and how to interpret its output. These choices should be made in the
context of the application, the user’s objectives, and what information is available about the
data.
The simplest approach is to broadly choose data representing normal operation and use
the ELSA method to detect deviations from that baseline. This method works best when the
normal data is fairly consistent, but can still give interesting results even when the normal
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Figure 15: Dictionary learning (illustration). Training data Yd is fed into the K-SVD
algorithm, which outputs a learned dictionary D and a sparse coefficient matrix Xd such
that Yd ≈ DXd. In the illustration, each column of the Yd matrix represents a vector of
features calculated over a window of time, with different colors representing different types
of sounds present in the data. The dictionary matrix ideally learns an atom (or column)
matching each of the different types of sound present in the features. The white squares in the
coefficient matrix represent zeros, while the colored squares represent non-zero coefficients
and are colored to match their corresponding dictionary atom. In the illustration, the
light blue squares could represent a continuously running fan, while the other colors could
represent shorter sounds such as chirps.
Figure 16: Sparse coding of audio features (illustration). The learned dictionary D and the
training data Yt selected for modeM are passed into the OMP algorithm, which outputs a
sparse coefficient matrix Xt such that Yt ≈ DXt. The same algorithm and dictionary are
later used to generate the coefficients X for the test data Y.
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data is strongly multi-modal. Examination of the log-likelihood plots produced this way can
often help the user find modes or areas of interest within the data. For unlabeled poultry
data, we have often used this method to find when the lights turn on and off by looking for
step changes in the log-likelihood plots.
If there are known modes in the normal behavior of the system, data can be selected
from each mode to build separate ELSA models. These models can then be run on new
data and the outputs compared to determine what the most likely mode of operation is. If
none of the models match well against the data, this can be an indication that an anomaly
has occurred. For poultry data, we generally train separate models for when the lights are
on and when the lights are off, as there are significant acoustic differences between when
the chickens are active versus when they are sleeping. The outputs of these two models are
often helpful in finding other modes of interest in the data.
The ELSA approach can also be flipped around if data from an anomalous mode is
available. An ELSA model can be trained on the anomalous data, and then the anomaly
can be declared if that model matches future data well. Similar to above, one or more
models for anomalous modes could also be included in the set of models run against the
data to get a classification of those anomalous modes.
6.6 Estimating probability distributions (step 3)
To estimate the likelihood of the test data Y being generated under modeM, we first need
to develop a probabilistic model ofM based on the sparse representation of its training data.
To do this, we’ll look at both the sparse coefficients Xt and the residual error Et = Yt−DXt
from the training data. Ideally, the coefficients will give us an idea of what structure is
present that we have previously seen in the training data, while the error will give us an
idea of how well the sparse model is able to represent the data.
With a dictionary containing q atoms, there are q coefficient values for each sample in the
sparse representation. However, the sparsity constraint s only allows s of them to be non-
zero for any given sample, which causes strong dependencies among the coefficient values.
To get a parametrization that more closely matches the actual number of free parameters,
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we represent each data sample as a list of indices {ai}si=1 of the atoms used to represent that
sample and a list of the non-zero coefficient values {cai}si=1 associated with each of those
atoms. While there are still dependencies among these parameters, they are generally much
more independent from each other than the full list of coefficient values would be.
We include the residual error in our model as a way to handle samples that cannot be
represented well using the trained dictionary. As such, we are primarily interested in the
magnitude r = ‖e‖2 of the residual error vector e for the given sample as opposed to the
actual error along each of the different feature dimensions.
With the above parametrization, we can write the likelihood density for a given test
sample y as
L(M|y) = p(y|M) = p(a1, a2, . . . , as, ca1 , ca2 , . . . , cas , r|M) . (8)
To make estimation and computation of this likelihood tractable, we make the strong in-





p(ai|M) p(cai |M) . (9)
The following sections detail how we use the sparse coefficients of the training data Xt to
estimate models of p(ai|M) and p(cai |M) for each atom, as well as how we estimate a model
of p(r|M).
6.6.1 Atom usage probability
The atom usage probabilities are the easiest to estimate because they are discrete. First,
a matrix It indicating which atoms are used for each sample is obtained by binarizing the
coefficient matrix Xt such that any non-zero entry turns into a 1:
(It)i,j =

0 if (Xt)i,j = 0
1 otherwise
∀i, j. (10)
Recalling that ai denotes the index of the ith atom chosen to be used in the sparse represen-
tation for a given sample, we can estimate the probability that atom ai will be used given
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Figure 17: Extraction of non-zero coefficient values (illustration). After a sparse coefficient
matrix is obtained for the data to be characterized, the coefficients for each atom (the rows)
are broken apart and non-zero values (represented by white squares) are discarded.
modeM by finding the mean of the aith row of It. If there are nt samples in the training








To characterize the coefficient values for each dictionary atom, we would like to estimate
probability density functions (PDFs) for each atom’s non-zero coefficient values in Xt. This
will allow us to estimate the probability density p(cai |M) for the value of the ith non-zero
coefficient for a sample, given modeM. Figures 17 and 18 provide conceptual illustrations
of the extraction of non-zero values from Xt and the estimation of PDFs from those values,
respectively.
By considering only the non-zero coefficient values, we allow the system to learn separate
PDFs for each of the different sound structures contained in the learned dictionary. When
the sparse coding algorithm chooses which dictionary atoms to use to best represent a given
sample, it also determines which PDFs should be used by ELSA to estimate the likelihood
of that sample. This allows a kind of mode-switching within ELSA based on what structure
is present in a given sample, enabling ELSA to better handle multi-modal data.
For instance, chirping sounds in chicken houses are common under normal conditions,
but may be relatively rare compared to constant fan noise. A large, joint distribution would
average the chirp sounds in with the much more prevalent fan noise, causing chirping to
look abnormal. Under ELSA, the chirping and fan sounds would (ideally) be represented by
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Figure 18: Estimation of PDFs from non-zero coefficient values (illustration). The PDF
for each dictionary atom is estimated by taking a histogram over its non-zero coefficient
values. The bins of the histograms are exponentially spaced so that they work well for
various different circumstances and microphone gain settings. The distributions generally
have a dip immediately around zero since zero values are not included and other atoms are
more likely to be chosen if the coefficient value for the atom under consideration would be
close to zero.
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different dictionary atoms, each with their own PDFs estimated only over the times when
those sounds were present. Since the frequency of the occurrence of the sound is ignored
here, both the fan and the chirping noises could look normal under ELSA’s coefficient PDFs.
Information about the frequency of the occurrence of the sound is separated out into the
atom usage probabilities from Section 6.6.1.
There are a number of approaches that could be used to estimate the PDFs—most
notably, kernel density estimation (KDE, also known as the Parzen-Rosenblatt window
method). However, in this work we use a simple histogram estimator. Although KDE would
likely provide a higher fidelity estimate of the true PDF and would avoid binning problems,
those benefits are outweighed by its drawbacks for our application. Since KDE combines
copies of a kernel function centered on each training sample, its storage and computation
requirements increase linearly with the number of training samples available. We often use
training sets large enough to make this impractical. KDE would also increase parameter
selection complexity because of the need to choose the type of kernel function as well as any
parameters associated with that kernel function.
With a histogram estimator, we only need to store a single number for each bin regardless
of the amount of training data used. Also, computing probabilities for new data only requires
looking up values from the correct bins. The representation will not be as smooth as what
KDE would provide, but this is mitigated by the fact that we usually aggregate many
different probabilities together before making a decision.
The primary difficulty in estimating a PDF with a histogram is choosing the locations
of the bin edges appropriately. Bins that are too wide may obscure some of the shape of the
underlying distribution, while bins that are too thin will begin to capture the shape of the
noise. We reasoned that when coefficient values are generally small, smaller deviations are
more important and need correspondingly smaller bins to capture them. Similarly, larger
coefficient values need larger deviations to be important. Thus, we decided use a logarithmic
spacing for the boundaries between histogram bins. Specifically, we placed 10 bin edges per
decade between −104 and −10−4, one edge at zero, and 10 edges per decade between 10−4
and 104. This provides a wide enough range to cover the smallest (non-zero) and largest
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coefficient magnitudes we’ve typically seen across all of our datasets.
Empirically, we have found that the exponentially spaced bins are able to represent
the underlying distributions well despite using the same bin settings across datasets with
drastically different environments and microphone gain settings. This is demonstrated by
Figure 19, which shows example PDF estimates from three different datasets. Figure 20
shows the same PDF estimates, but using a log-scaled x-axis so that all the bins are clearly
visible.
Another potential issue with using a histogram to estimate the PDF is that there are
often bins in which no training samples fall. The value of the histogram for these bins will
be exactly zero, which can cause later issues when computing likelihoods for new data. A
coefficient from any test sample that happens fall into one of these bins will zero out all
probability for that sample. This, in turn, can zero out all probability for any aggregated
window of time in which that sample is included, regardless of what else happens within
that window. When dealing with log-likelihoods, the log of an exact zero is often given as
−∞, which can cause NaNs to propagate through the results.
For these reasons, it is generally best to avoid hard zeros in a PDF estimate by applying
some form of regularization. We do this by taking the amount of probability that one
additional sample would represent, distributing it evenly amongst all the histogram bins,
and re-normalizing the histogram so it integrates to one. When fewer non-zero samples are
available for a particular atom, the effects of this redistribution of probability will be larger,
matching our lower confidence in the original histogram because of the smaller number of
samples used to estimate it. When a dictionary atom is never used over the training data,
this redistribution of probability creates a uniform distribution over all coefficient values for
that atom. The lack of sufficient samples to form a useful coefficient PDF estimate will be
represented in the atom usage probabilities estimated in Section 6.6.1.
Situations where certain atoms are rarely or never used in the training coefficients Xt
are more likely to occur when the dictionary is trained on a broad set of data Yd and the
training data Yt is selected narrowly, such as when trying to characterize a specific sound.
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Figure 19: Sample coefficient PDFs from different datasets. The blue bars show the
histogram that is used as the PDF estimate. The orange bars in the background show a
histogram of the same data with ten times the bin resolution to give an idea of how well the
blue histogram fits the underlying data. Note that the blue PDF estimates follow the shape
of the distribution across all three plots, despite large differences in the typical coefficient
magnitudes (as reflected by the large differences in x-axis scaling).
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Figure 20: Sample coefficient PDFs with log scaling. The above plots show the same PDF
estimates as are depicted in Figure 19, but with a log-scaled x-axis that makes all the bins
clearly visible. Note that the plots are broken apart between −10−4 and 10−4 on the x-axis
because a log-scaled axis cannot include zero. As before, the orange bars in the background
represent a histogram of the same data with ten times the bin resolution. They are provided
to show how well the estimate fits the underlying data.
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6.6.3 Residue magnitude PDF
The residual error is computed by subtracting the reconstructed training data from the
original training data, Et = Yt −DXt. We take the Euclidean magnitude of each column
of Et as a distance measure between what the dictionary is able to represent and what
is present in the given sample. Then we characterize these residual error magnitudes by
estimating a PDF for them much like we did for the non-zero coefficient values.
There are two differences in estimating the PDFs for the residue magnitudes versus
the coefficient values. First, every training sample is used in the residue magnitude PDF
estimation since the residues are not sparse like the coefficient values. Second, only the
bins representing non-negative numbers are used for the residue PDFs since magnitudes
are always non-negative. Otherwise, the bin edge locations and estimation procedure are
identical to what was done for the coefficient PDFs in Section 6.6.2.
Once we have obtained the histogram of the residue magnitude values for the training
data from modeM, we can use it directly as our estimate of the probability density p(r|M).
6.7 Log-likelihood estimation (step 4)
With the estimates of the atom probabilities p(ai|M), the coefficient distributions p(cai |M),
and the residual error magnitude distribution p(r|M) obtained in the previous step, esti-
mating the likelihood of new data Y is relatively straightforward. First, the data is sparse
coded as Y ≈ DX. Then, the likelihoods of the atoms chosen, the likelihoods of their coef-
ficient values, and the likelihood of the residue magnitude are looked up from the estimated
distributions in the ELSA model. Finally, these likelihoods are multiplied together as given
in Equation (9) in Section 6.6 to get an estimate of the likelihood of each sample. Under
the assumption that all the samples are independent, the likelihood of windows of data can
be computed by taking the product of all the samples in the window.
In practice, taking the product of a large number of probabilities can lead to numeric
issues because the numbers get extremely small. It is common to use log-likelihoods instead
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to make the results more numerically stable and easier to interpret. Denoting the log-
likelihood of the data sample yi as Lyi , taking the log of Equation (9) gives











Computing the log-likelihood over a window of data Y with n samples similarly involves
summing the log-likelihoods of each sample within that window:




Note that the magnitude of the log-likelihood of a piece of data will be affected by
the number of parameters present in that piece of data. For instance, with everything else
equal, the log-likelihood of a sample of data with more non-zero coefficients (a larger sparsity
constraint s) will tend to be smaller than the log-likelihood of one with a smaller s simply
because more (usually negative) numbers are added together in its computation.
Similarly, the probabilities of the ai and cai parameters will outvote the probability of
the single r parameter more when s is large. This effect is inherent in the independence
assumption. However, it also makes sense because more information can be captured by the
sparse coding parameters when more atoms can be used to encode a sample, leaving less
information left over in the residue.
In order to facilitate comparisons of results across different settings of the s parameter, we
prefer to calculate the mean log-likelihood across all the different random variables instead
of the summed log-likelihood. This does not change the shape of the results, but rather
scales them so that comparisons can be made even when the number of atoms used differs.
Referring to Equation (12) and denoting the mean with an overbar, the mean log-likelihood







log (p(r|M)) + s∑
j=1
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)) ) , (14)
where 2s+1 is the number of random variables present. L̄yi can be thought of as the density
of the log-likelihood per random variable for the ith data sample.
Similarly, we calculate the mean log-likelihood over the samples in a window of data
to make the results invariant to the size of the window under consideration. Modifying
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L̄Y can be thought of as the density of the log-likelihood per sample.
Since it can be more intuitive to think about how much data deviates from a trained
model instead of thinking about its likelihood under that model, we often transform the log-
likelihoods into a deviation measure simply by negating them. This causes normal behavior
to show up as smaller numbers, while abnormal behavior will show up as larger numbers.
Most of the plots in this work use this deviation measure instead of the log-likelihood values.
6.8 Decision making (step 5)
How decisions are made based on the results from the ELSA method will be highly dependent
on the application and on the approach taken. We provide some ideas for common situations
here, but there are undoubtedly other ways the ELSA method could be applied.
If ELSA is being used primarily for anomaly detection, the simplest approach would be
to set a threshold on the deviation from a model trained on the normal behavior of the
system. Statistics for the deviation values could also be calculated over the training data
and used to set the threshold, or used as a baseline against which to compare statistics
calculated from the new data. Instead of setting a hard threshold, deviation values could
also be compared against the trend over the surrounding window of time. Algorithms to
detect peaks or sudden spikes also might be appropriate in some circumstances.
For classification tasks, the likelihoods of multiple different models could be compared
against each other to determine the most likely class. If none of the models seem likely, that
could indicate that an anomaly has occured or that the system is operating under a new
mode for which a model has not been learned. If multiple models seem likely, that could be
an indication of overlapping classes or modes. The likelihood values from different models
could also be used as features passed into other classification or learning algorithms.
For all of the above methods, the deviation values can be aggregated over different
windows of time in order to target deviations of a certain length or to reduce the effects
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of noise in the results. Or, classification can be done based on statistics calculated on the
deviation values over a window of time.
In some cases, the user may be more interested in seeing plots of the deviation or like-
lihood values instead of relying on an algorithm to make a classification. In our work with
poultry data, we have found that it is useful to plot each day of data as a row in a heatmap,
where the days are indexed down the y-axis and the time of day is indexed along the x-axis.
For poultry data, we call these plots growout assessment maps (GAMs) and find that they
can provide a nice visual overview of what happened while raising a flock. This type of plot
also makes it easier to see daily trends in the data since things that happen around the same
time of day line up vertically. When we have shown these plots to farm managers, they have
often immediately started pointing out where different things that happen during the day
show up in the plot. Example GAMs are given in Section 6.10.
If things drift over time, the dictionary and model may occasionally need to be retrained
or updated. To encourage continuity in what each atom represents, the current dictionary
could be used to initialize the dictionary training.
6.9 K-SVD versus PCA for artificial anomaly detection
The ELSA method presented in this chapter relies on sparse coding of the underlying fea-
ture space. A question that may arise in evaluating the effectiveness of this method is
whether or not the sparse coding step provides any value over other methods of reducing
the dimensionality of the data. In this section, we compare the ELSA method against a
modified algorithm that uses principal component analysis (PCA) for dimensionality reduc-
tion instead of sparse coding. For both algorithms, anomalies are detected by comparing
the algorithm’s estimated log-likelihood of each sample against a threshold.
6.9.1 Modified algorithm using PCA
Changing the ELSA method to use PCA instead of K-SVD required three modifications to
the steps outlined in Section 6.3:
1. PCA is run on the data selected for dictionary learning instead of K-SVD. The mean
value of each feature over the training set is stored since the means are subtracted
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off as part of the PCA operation (unlike for K-SVD). The extracted principal compo-
nent basis set is then reduced by selecting only the basis vectors that span the most
variance in the selected data. The number of basis vectors retained is equal to the
sparsity constraint used for K-SVD, giving both methods the same number of non-zero
coefficients to base decisions on. For the results presented here, a sparsity constraint
of 5 was used.
2. The sparse coding (OMP) step applied to the test data and to the data used to learn
probability distributions is replaced with a projection of that data (minus the stored
means) onto the reduced principal component basis set.
3. The stored mean values for the features are added back in to the reconstructed signal
before subtracting it from the original features to calculate the residual error.
The remaining steps in the modified algorithm (estimating probability distributions and cal-
culating log-likelihoods) are identical to those for the ELSA method. However, it should be
noted that the dense representation given by PCA turns all of the atom usage probabilities
described in Section 6.6.1 into constant ones for the modified algorithm. Thus, those prob-
abilities will neither contribute to nor detract from the discriminative power of the modified
algorithm.
6.9.2 Test data
Due to the nature of this work, it is difficult to get definitive quantitative results on the
performance of our algorithms—particularly for tasks such as anomaly detection. This is
primarily because the vast majority of our data is unlabeled, but also in part because the
question of exactly what should and should not constitute an anomaly is highly subjective
and task-dependent.
To reduce subjectivity and avoid the need to label large amounts of data, we artificially
inserted anomalies into sets of data extracted from the commercial (COM) dataset to test
how well the algorithms can detect them. Each set of data was generated using 60 one-
minute-long recordings randomly selected from either daytime or nighttime hours. Once the
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files were selected, we made 11 copies of them with anomalies added at SNRs ranging from
-20 dB to 20 dB in steps of 4 dB. The anomaly locations and durations were randomized
for each of the 11 versions of the data.
The above process was repeated to generate 11 sets of data each for two different anomaly
types during both daytime and nighttime hours. The first type of anomaly consisted of
snippets randomly extracted from a recording of an empty augur running in the facility
at the University of Arkansas. Although augur sounds are not uncommon and the augurs
used in Arkansas are likely similar to those used in the COM data, the fact that it was
empty changes the sound and makes it anomalous. The second type of anomaly consisted
of snippets extracted from a recording of constant, excited chirping caused by a worker’s
presence in the COM dataset. Although a sound completely foreign to the environment
could have been used, these choices more accurately reflect anomalous sounds from the
equipment and from the birds that realistically might occur.
We also tested a third anomaly type that consisted of excited chirping (caused by a
worker’s presence) from when the birds were very young. The results from this test were
consistent with those for the other two anomaly types, and have been omitted for brevity.
All of the inserted anomalies were faded in and out over 0.01 seconds using the corre-
sponding halves of a Hanning window. They also randomly varied in duration from 0.5–
3.0 seconds. Between two and eight anomalies were inserted into each minute-long file.
The gain applied to the anomaly clips to get the desired SNR was dependent on the
relative average power levels of the signal immediately surrounding the regions of interest.
We calculated the average power of both signals over a window spanning from two seconds
before to two seconds after the segments where the anomaly would be extracted from and
inserted into. Estimating the power locally prevents other sounds in the recordings that are
not temporally close to the location of the insertion from affecting the insertion gain.
Adding anomaly waveforms into the existing recordings can cause clipping if the mag-
nitude of the summed signal exceeds 1.0. The gain of the summed signal could be adjusted
to avoid clipping, but such an adjustment would to some degree invalidate the estimated
probability distributions for that data. Thus, we allowed clipping to occur when inserting
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anomalies. However, the COM data is recorded at relatively low levels, so clipping only
occurred when the anomalies were inserted at the highest couple SNR settings.
When selecting files from the COM dataset, no effort was made to avoid anomalous
sounds that might already be present in the COM data. If such an anomalous sound gets
flagged by the algorithm and does not overlap with an artificially inserted anomaly, it is
counted as a false positive. Furthermore, the boundaries of the analysis windows and inserted
anomalies do not line up. We set the ground truth values based on majority overlap, but
misclassifications due to partial overlaps still have some potential to slightly degrade the
performance numbers. Thus, the results reported here should generally be pessimistic.
6.9.3 Model learning
We evaluated the performance of nighttime and daytime models trained using both the ELSA
method and the modified PCA-based method. Only one K-SVD dictionary was learned, and
this dictionary was shared across both the nighttime and daytime ELSA models. Similarly,
the nighttime and daytime PCA-based models shared the same reduced PCA basis set.
The K-SVD dictionary and the PCA basis set were each learned using 48 hours of
data sampled randomly from the middle 27 days of the COM dataset. Both daytime and
nighttime recordings were included in this sampling. The features used were the delta and
delta-delta features described in Section 3.2.5.
Using the above dictionary and basis set, the daytime and nighttime models were learned
by estimating the probability distributions described in Section 6.6 over 48 hours of data
respectively sampled from the daytime and nighttime hours of the dataset. Once these
models had been obtained, they were used to compute the mean log-likelihood for each
sample as specified in Equation (14) from Section 6.7. These values were then compared to
a threshold to classify each sample as anomalous or not.
6.9.4 Performance comparison
To evaluate the ELSA method against the modified PCA-based method, we swept a detec-
tion threshold across the full range of values to generate a receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve for each test configuration. We then computed the area under the ROC curve
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Table 6: AUC performance comparison of the ELSA method using K-SVD based features
versus PCA based features for an anomaly detection task. These results are also plotted
in Figure 21.
Augur Anomaly Chirping Anomaly
SNR
(dB)
Nighttime Daytime Nighttime Daytime
PCA K-SVD PCA K-SVD PCA K-SVD PCA K-SVD
-20 0.533 0.528 0.488 0.491 0.497 0.505 0.485 0.493
-16 0.575 0.563 0.465 0.467 0.555 0.560 0.507 0.520
-12 0.641 0.625 0.487 0.484 0.622 0.624 0.516 0.531
-8 0.709 0.684 0.510 0.518 0.687 0.686 0.545 0.573
-4 0.793 0.779 0.547 0.566 0.759 0.753 0.591 0.632
0 0.867 0.866 0.598 0.636 0.859 0.855 0.647 0.694
4 0.919 0.930 0.681 0.732 0.930 0.931 0.757 0.798
8 0.946 0.962 0.780 0.840 0.961 0.966 0.809 0.847
12 0.961 0.975 0.853 0.906 0.978 0.983 0.893 0.920
16 0.969 0.978 0.919 0.953 0.986 0.988 0.930 0.951
20 0.974 0.981 0.948 0.969 0.988 0.989 0.965 0.975
(AUC), which is a commonly used metric for to evaluating the discriminative power of a
system. An AUC of 0.5 is equivalent to a detector that guesses randomly, while an AUC of
1.0 represents a detector that can perfectly classify the data.
The AUC metrics are listed for each test configuration in Table 6 and are plotted in
Figure 21. Individual ROC curves for several of the configurations are plotted in Figures 22–
25.
The clearest trend from Figures 21–25 is that K-SVD consistently outperforms PCA on
the daytime datasets, whereas their performances on the nighttime data are roughly similar.
The daytime data poses a much more difficult problem than the nighttime data because
there is much more variance (and often energy) in the sounds present. The chickens make
noise by vocalizing, feeding, drinking, flapping their wings, running around, etc. Noises from
human workers checking on the birds and maintaining equipment are also far more likely to
occur during the day. At night, there may be occasional activity from the chickens, but the
soundscape tends to be dominated by fan and equipment noise.
The results indicate that the sparse coding model is a better fit for the daytime data
than the PCA model. Sparse coding’s ability to select a small, customized basis set for
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Area under ROC curve metrics
Figure 21: AUC performance comparison of the ELSA method using K-SVD-based features
versus PCA-based features for an anomaly detection task. The nighttime and daytime results
for the augur anomaly are given in the top plot, while those for the chirping anomaly are in
the bottom plot. The horizontal reference lines at 0.5 mark the expected AUC metric for a
predictor with chance performance. The K-SVD-based model consistently outperforms the
PCA-based model on the more difficult daytime dataset, except at the lowest SNRs where
the performance is no better than chance. On the easier nighttime dataset, both models
score higher, but the differences between their scores are much smaller.
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Augur anomaly ROC curves for nighttime COM data
Figure 22: ROC plots for nighttime augur anomaly detection using COM data. Note that
for almost all SNR levels, K-SVD starts with a slight edge over PCA for the less sensitive
thresholds in the lower left corner of the plots. However, for low SNR levels, PCA overtakes
K-SVD toward the upper right portion of the curve (with more sensitive thresholds).
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Augur anomaly ROC curves for daytime COM data
Figure 23: ROC plots for daytime augur anomaly detection using COM data. K-SVD
consistently outperforms PCA on the daytime data except at the lowest SNR levels where
neither method performs much better than chance.
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Chirping anomaly ROC curves for nighttime COM data
Figure 24: ROC plots for nighttime chirping anomaly detection using COM data. K-SVD
and PCA yield similar results across the board for this data.
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Chirping anomaly ROC curves for daytime COM data
Figure 25: ROC plots for daytime chirping anomaly detection using COM data. K-SVD
once again consistently beats PCA on the daytime data.
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each sample allows it to represent a larger variety of sounds, including those that are only
sporadically present. The PCA representation is limited to using the same few basis vectors
for every sample, and will tend to focus on representing the sound structures that are most
constantly and consistently present across all the samples in the training data. It is thus not
as well equipped to handle a wide variety of normal sounds that come and go sporadically
over time, like many of the sounds that are present during the daytime data. At night, the
sporadic sound sources (primarily chickens and humans) are mostly dormant, and the data
is dominated by the more constant equipment sounds. Since the PCA representation is good
at representing that type of data, its nighttime performance is more on par with the K-SVD
model.
It is also interesting to note that at SNR settings below 0 dB, the PCA model manages
to outperform the K-SVD model in some cases. This may seem odd because the sparse
representation can use just as many basis vectors as the PCA representation, but has the
extra flexibility of choosing which ones to use. However, that extra representational power
may be more of a disadvantage in situations where the noise is very regular and the anomalies
are very quiet.
Unlike PCA, K-SVD is not optimal. The complexity of the sparse representations makes
it computationally infeasible to find the optimal dictionary or coefficient matrix. So, we use
sub-optimal algorithms like K-SVD that hopefully work well enough. In situations where
the data is well matched to PCA’s assumptions, its optimality may give it an edge over
K-SVD in teasing out more subtle anomalies.
There is also some potential that the ELSA model may introduce a small amount of
noise in the representation when dealing with data that is simpler than what it is set up
to handle. If the information in a given sample is well represented by the first couple basis
vectors selected during sparse coding, then any remaining basis vectors selected until the
sparsity constraint is met may be chosen somewhat randomly as OMP matches them against
the residual noise. This could introduce some noise into ELSA’s atom usage and coefficient
probabilities described in Sections 6.6.1 and 6.6.2, which might partially mask the subtle
influence of quiet anomalies.
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6.10 Results
The ELSA method has proven useful in locating anomalies or events across a wide variety
of poultry datasets. Figures 26–37 show growout assessment map (GAM) plots from several
of these datasets selected to highlight how different conditions and events affect the results
of the ELSA method. These include lights turning on and off, disturbances in the chicken
house, sickness, excessive heat, abnormal equipment noise, microphone gain changes, and
other events. Although we have other datasets not represented here, the results for them are
generally similar. After obtaining these results, we examined the data and logs corresponding
to hot spots or other interesting features in the plots and added annotations indicating what
we found. Periods of time when data is missing are represented with values of zero in the
GAMs.
Unless stated otherwise, all the plots are of the minute-by-minute mean log-likelihoods
(negated so that brighter spots represent more anomalous segments), utilized a dictionary
containing 50 atoms with a sparsity constraint of 5, and used delta and delta-delta features.
Similarly, the dictionaries and ELSA models were trained on up to 48 hours of data randomly
selected from the specified periods of time. Most plots are of ELSA models trained on
nighttime data because we have found them to provide good contrast in visualizing the
levels of chicken activity compared to times when they are resting. To simplify navigation
of the document, comments about the results are included in each of the figure captions.
6.11 Observations
In our experience using the ELSA method with poultry data, the coefficient likelihoods tend
to dominate the shape of the final result. The atom probabilities usually have a much smaller
variance, and thus have less of an impact on the shape of the results. When the model is
trained on a narrow set of sounds, the variance in the atom probabilities is greater, but still
tends to be smaller than the variance of the coefficient likelihoods. The residue likelihood
numbers typically follow the same general shape as the coefficient likelihoods.
Because of this, we can often glean the same information from looking at plots of just the











Figure 26: GAM for the LT1 (disease) data using a nighttime ELSA model. Each row in
the heatmap represents a day of the experiment, with the time of day increasing across the
x-axis. The color or brightness of the heatmap represents the negative mean log-likelihood
calculated by the ELSA method over minute-long windows. Thus, brighter spots represent
more anomalous events.
The dictionary was trained on data randomly selected from all of day 3, and the ELSA
model was trained using nighttime data from day 3. We chose this time because it was
prior to when symptoms of the disease would show up, but after the birds had some time
to acclimate to the environment.
The nighttime hours when the lights were off are clearly visible as the darker block in
the plot extending from after hour 23 until just before hour 8 of each day (other than the
first two). The events where workers entered the room and handled the birds are clearly
visible as the brightest spots. The birds were infected with LT on day 2, and were most
strongly exhibiting symptoms of the disease on days 5 through 8. The brighter band during
the nighttime hours for these days corresponds to significant coughing activity caused by
the disease. Many additional chickens were present in the room from the afternoon of day
7 through the morning of day 10 to test transmission of the disease. The increased activity











Figure 27: GAM for the LT1 data using a daytime ELSA model. The same dictionary was
used here as for Figure 26, but the ELSA model was trained over the daytime hours instead
of the nighttime hours of day 3.
Many of the same trends and events are visible here as compared to the nighttime model,
though with less contrast since this model expects higher, daytime levels of activity. Com-
pared to the nighttime model in Figure 26, the nighttime hours here are more anomalous
and the daytime hours are less anomalous. Thus, the nighttime and daytime hours could be
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Figure 28: GAM for the IB (disease) data using a nighttime ELSA model. The dictionary
and ELSA model were both trained on nighttime data from before the chickens were infected
on day 15.
The chickens in the IB dataset exhibited the strongest symptoms of the disease over the
last 5 days before the experiment was ended. In this case, the plot does not appear to show
any indication that something was different over that time period. This is likely because the
rales produced by the sick chickens are very subtle, while the background equipment noises
are louder here than in any of our other datasets. The small, enclosed metal isolator boxes
may have served to amplify equipment sounds, many of which were reminiscent of tennis
shoes banging around in a tumble dryer.
Although this plot fails to differentiate between the healthy and sick periods, the bright-
ness of the heatmap still correlates well with the amount of chicken activity and banging
noises from the equipment. The rales are probably too quiet to significantly affect the sparse
coding of the data, and thus its likelihood calculated through the ELSA method. In this









Figure 29: GAM for the Temp1 (heat test) data. The dictionary was trained on random
data selected from the week before the heat tests (days 46–52), and the ELSA model was
trained over the nighttime hours (2AM–5AM) from the same period of time. The dark
patches snaking across the plot represent periods of missing data.
Six heat tests were performed on days 53–58 where the temperature was raised about
15–20 degrees Fahrenheit to make the birds uncomfortable. These tests each lasted about
two hours, and are clearly visible in the plot as the blocks of brighter color bands on those
days. All of the heat tests are immediately followed by a slightly dimmer spot in the plot,
possibly due to the birds recovering from the heat before resuming normal activity levels.
Other bright spots in the plot generally correspond to increased chicken activity due to the
presence of a human worker, or to loud chirping when the birds were young. The microphone
gain was likely adjusted on day 28 (this is more visible in Figure 30), making the ELSA










Figure 30: GAM for the Temp1 data using spectral features instead of delta features. The
same time periods were used to train the dictionary and ELSA models as for Figure 29.
The heat tests show up in this plot as more constant hot spots instead of having alternating
bright and dark spots as they did for the delta features in Figure 29. The general shift from
brighter to darker on day 28 around 9AM is likely due to a microphone gain adjustment.
Many of the same events are visible in this plot as in the previous. However, we generally
prefer to use delta and delta-delta features because they are good at rejecting the more
continuous noises that typically come from fans and equipment, while still responding to















Figure 31: GAM for LT3 (disease) experiment group data showing an erratic lighting
schedule and a mic gain change. The chickens in this room received a smaller dose of the
vaccine under trial, but still got sick. The dictionary was trained on all the data prior to
when the birds were infected on day 5, and the ELSA model was trained using nighttime
data from the same period.
Prior to generating our first GAM for this data, we were unaware that the lighting schedule
was erratic in this room. We have since verified from camera data that the step changes
between the lighter and darker regions of the plot correspond exactly to when the lights
actually turned on and off each day. The microphone gain was adjusted on day 11 around
hour 13, causing the last four and a half days to appear brighter in the plot. Even though the
probability distributions estimated in the ELSA model are less valid after this gain change,
the lighting schedule and other disturbances are still clearly visible.
The chickens were exhibiting signs of the disease most strongly from day 8 through day 11.
The increased bright spots over the nighttime hours for these days correspond to increased
coughing in the recordings. The amount of daytime activity in the plot also seems slightly
reduced over these sick days compared to the previous days. The brightest patches in the















Figure 32: GAM for LT3 sick group data showing disease response. The chickens in this
room were not given any vaccine, but were still infected with the LT disease. The dictionary
was trained over the data prior to infection, while the ELSA model was trained over the
nighttime hours from the same period.
As in Figure 31, the chickens are most sick over days 8–11, and their coughs at night
cause the brighter patches during the nighttime for these days. The daytime activity also
appears to be reduced during these days, matching The Merck Veterinary Manual ’s listing
of inactivity as one of the symptoms of LT [5]. Bright spots during the night on days before
and after the sick period are mostly caused by general chicken activity (e.g. chirping and
movement). In particular, the birds seemed to startle awake often during their first night in
the room, perhaps due to their circadian rhythm adjusting to the new setting. The bright
regions prior to the lights turning off on many of the days (especially the early ones) are due
to constant, loud chirping activity for which we are unsure of the cause (possibly circadian














Figure 33: Residue likelihood GAM for LT3 sick group data. This plot used the same
dictionary and model as Figure 32, but shows a heatmap of the log-likelihoods for the
residual error instead of the average across all the random variables.
Compared to Figure 32, focusing on just the residual error likelihood from the ELSA
model helps make the nighttime coughing on days 8–11 stand out a little more from the
other nights. Since the dictionary was trained on a period of time when coughs were not
present, it may not be able to represent them quite as well as the other nighttime activity






Figure 34: GAM for LT3 healthy group data. The chickens in this room were not infected
with the disease. The dictionary and ELSA model were respectively trained on data prior
to infection (of the other rooms) and on the corresponding nighttime data, as with the other
plots.
Compared to the GAMs in Figures 31–33, note that this plot lacks the brighter bands
at night and lessened daytime activity during days 8–11 when the chickens were sick in the
other rooms. Bright patches are still present from when workers checked for clinical signs










Figure 35: GAM for the COM (commercial) data. The dictionary was trained on the data
from days 13–40, and the ELSA model was trained on the nighttime hours for those same
days. Data is missing for a few days near the middle of the dataset.
The lights were left on constantly until the end of day 12, when they started being turned
off for a couple hours each night. This is a standard practice that allows the newly hatched
broiler chicks to be able to find food and water readily during a critical phase of their growth.
The bottom half of the plot after the missing data is generally brighter than the top half,
likely caused by a small change in the microphone gain.
The brightest segments of the plot (mostly in the bottom half) correspond to a loud me-
chanical clanging noise, as if a fan blade was hitting something once per rotation. This noise
persists for an hour or more in several cases. Many of the other brighter spots correspond to
chicken activity caused by a worker walking through the house, occasionally accompanied










Figure 36: GAM for the COM data using the modified PCA-based method. The same
regions of data were used for training as in Figure 35, but PCA and the modified PCA-based
model described in Section 6.9.1 were used in place of K-SVD and the normal ELSA model.
In comparison to Figure 35, the same anomalous events are generally visible. However,
there is slightly less contrast between the anomalous events and the more typical behavior
around them for the PCA-based model. This matches our conclusions from Section 6.9,
where the PCA-based method had similar performance to ELSA but fell a little behind in












Figure 37: GAM for the Ark1 data. The dictionary was trained using data sampled from
the full 42 days the chickens were present and the ELSA model was trained on data sampled
from the nighttime hours.
The brightest spots on days 9–12 represent microphone malfunctions for our recording
system that turned the data into loud static. As with other datasets, bright spots during
the day typically correspond to chicken activity, often caused by workers passing through
the house. An abnormal squealing fan noise caused the brighter band through the nighttime
hours on days 28–30. The apparent one-hour shift in the lighting schedule between days 31
and 32 was due to our system updating its time for the end of daylight saving time, whereas
the house controller remained on a regular schedule. We believe the lights in the house did
not turn off over the three nights between days 35 and 38. The chicken activity over these
nights sounds the same as typical daytime activity.
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because we generally try to train dictionaries that can represent the full gamut of sounds
present. If the dictionaries were smaller or trained on narrower sets of data, the atom usage
and residue likelihoods might become more important.
The observation that the coefficient likelihoods tend to dominate also suggests that in
some cases, it might be helpful to introduce weighting factors to adjust the relative weights
between the log-likelihoods of the coefficient values, of the atoms used, and of the residue
magnitudes. For some applications, it may also be appropriate to only consider one or a
subset of those log-likelihoods, perhaps using them as features passed into additional learning
algorithms. Many of these questions would be interesting to explore in more depth in future
work.
6.12 Data explorer tool
While developing and evaluating the ELSA method, it was often difficult to match up points
in our plots with the corresponding sounds in the audio. To aid in matching up the actual
sound with plots of results, we developed a data explorer GUI in Matlab. The GUI presents
the user with a customizable results plot that is aligned with a spectrogram plot of a given
recording. The recording can be played with an animated playhead moving across both
plots, and the playhead can be moved to specific times by clicking on the plots. The plots
can be zoomed in and panned side-to-side along the time axis to give a finer-grained look
at particular sounds. A screenshot of the GUI is shown in Figure 38.
The customizable plot in the GUI can be populated by any function that matches a
defined interface. We have written several functions that allow various different aspects
of the results to be plotted, such as the overall average log-likelihoods, the atom usage
probabilities, the spectral features from the audio, the sparse coefficient matrix, etc. These
functions typically prompt the user to select the file representing a saved ELSA model that
it uses in generating the results. Some allow the user to specify multiple saved ELSA models
so that their results can be plotted together for comparison.
The GUI also facilitates easy navigation of many different recordings. The table of files
at the top is populated with all the recordings found in a user-specified folder. When the user
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Figure 38: The Data Explorer GUI. The top pane shows a list of files in the current
directory, allowing the user to switch between them with a single click. The middle pane
displays a customizable plot generated by a plotting function chosen by the user. In the
screenshot, a plot comparing the negative average log-likelihood values of three different
ELSA models is shown. The bottom pane displays a spectrogram of the currently selected
audio file. The vertical red line in both plots marks the current playback location of the
audio, which can be moved with a mouse click. The view shown in the screenshot is zoomed
in to the region from about 30 seconds to 55 seconds into the audio recording.
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clicks on a different recording in the table, that file is automatically loaded and processed
to populate the graphs and queue it up for playback. The user can easily switch from folder
to folder, repopulating the table with their contents. The GUI also contains an option to
normalize the volume of the files being played to make it easier to listen to recordings made
at different volume levels.
6.13 Variant methods
We experimented with a few other methods prior to the development of the ELSA algorithm.
While we found ELSA to be the most useful for our datasets, there are tradeoffs to these
other methods that may make them more appropriate in some situations.
6.13.1 Reconstruction error
One of the first ideas we tried was to measure deviations from normal behavior by examining
the magnitude of the reconstruction error between test data and its sparse approximation
using a dictionary trained over normal data. Ideally, the dictionary would be able to accu-
rately represent the types of sounds present under normal circumstances, but would not be
able to represent abnormal sounds that it had not been trained on very well. This would
cause the reconstruction error to be higher on data that did not fit the characterized normal
behavior.
This method appeared to work well under certain limited circumstances, such as flagging
coughing sounds during the night. However, it never seemed to give good results when run
over an entire dataset encompassing all the complexity present in the acoustic environment
of a chicken house, even when we tried counting peaks or looking at statistics of the re-
construction error over time. This is likely due to a couple factors. First, some anomalies
may take the form of changes in the frequency or distribution of the sounds present rather
than the introduction of new sounds that are alien to the environment. For instance, a
worker passing through may cause the chickens to chirp much more frequently. Second, the
magnitude of the reconstruction error will tend to be larger for louder sounds even when
those sounds are normal. Since the sparse representation is neither perfectly capable of
modeling normal sounds nor perfectly incapable of modeling anomalous sounds, the effects
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of the loudness of the data could outweigh the effects of whether the sound was abnormal
or not. When this method was applied across all the variance present in our datasets, the
results seemed to correlate most strongly with the volume of the sound present rather than
how anomalous it was.
To combat the effects of volume, we tried to remove it by normalizing all feature vectors
to have a Euclidean magnitude of one before performing sparse coding and calculating the
reconstruction error. However, this made it difficult to distinguish between random back-
ground noise and things that were important, indicating that the loudness is an important
trait in recognizing anomalies.
Using the magnitude of the reconstruction error as a measure of deviation is likely to
work better for detecting abnormal structures in data that can otherwise be represented
very closely using sparse coding. Detecting coughs at nighttime in our data better matches
these assumptions because the different equipment noises that dominate the nighttime hours
tend to be very consistent, making them easier to model well with a few dictionary atoms.
We also experimented with a few different schemes for periodically retraining dictionaries
to keep them relevant to the local trends in the data. However, this greatly increased the
computational burden of the algorithm, and it was difficult to make comparisons between
results based on different dictionaries. Instead, we have come to prefer training a single
dictionary broadly so it can represent all the normal data, and then handling the local
variations using different probabilistic models via the ELSA method.
6.13.2 Comparing coefficient distributions
After concluding that the reconstruction error alone did not provide sufficient information to
perform the tasks we were interested in, we looked at ways to leverage the coefficient values
from the sparse representation. We reasoned that if the same types of sounds are present in
the observed data as are found in the normal mode of operation, then the distributions of
the non-zero coefficient values for the dictionary atoms should also be similar.
Our initial approach was to estimate probability distributions for the non-zero coefficient
values of both the training data and the test data, and then make a comparison between
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these estimated distributions. The primary drawback of this method is that it requires a
sufficiently large window of test data to get good estimates of the coefficient distributions,
whereas the ELSA method can calculate the likelihood of new feature vectors immediately
on a sample-by-sample basis. Setting an appropriate window size to obtain good distribution
estimates is also complicated by the fact that some dictionary atoms may rarely get used
under certain conditions, while other atoms will be used frequently.
For our tests, we set a constant width for the window sliding over the test data and
estimated the distributions in the same way as we do for the ELSA method, as detailed in
Section 6.6.2. The redistribution of the probability of one additional sample across all the
bins of the distributions helped mitigate issues that may have arisen from windows with few
or no samples that used a given dictionary atom. We then calculated the Bhattacharyya
coefficient between the distribution for the observed data and the distribution for the training
data for each atom. The coefficient is calculated as





where p(x) and q(x) are the two probability distributions under consideration [7]. The
coefficient takes on a value of 1 when the two distributions are identical, and a value of 0
when there is no overlap between the two distributions. For convenience in visualizing the
results, we often subtracted the Bhattacharyya coefficient from 1 to turn it into a distance
measure (equivalent to the squared Hellinger distance) instead of a similarity measure.
Using this distance measure gave results similar to those previously presented for the
ELSA method. We switched to the ELSA method because of the simplicity of computing the
likelihoods of each sample without having to estimate distributions over a sliding window.
However, this simplicity comes with a drawback.
Since the ELSA method treats each sample independently, its measure of deviation
can be minimized by feeding it constant data that always uses the most likely dictionary
atoms and coefficient values—even though there may have been a variety of other sounds
present in the training data. To minimize the deviation measure when comparing coefficient
distributions estimated over a window, the data in the test window must use a mix of
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coefficient values that matches the mix seen in the training data. Thus, it provides a truer
comparison than the ELSA method, but at the cost of additional complexity and more





The research presented in this thesis makes contributions to the fields of signal processing
and bioacoustics.
7.1 Signal processing contributions
The OLAF and ELSA methods represent novel and practical ways to apply sparse repre-
sentations in useful ways. In particular, they reduce the need for costly efforts to label
individual events within a dataset, allowing the user to leverage general knowledge of time
periods when certain conditions may have been present. OLAF can help the user tease out
the differences between known conditions, while ELSA can be used to measure deviations
from a characterized condition.
These two methods have been tested and found to be useful in real acoustic environments
that are complex, uncontrolled, and highly noisy. They are flexible in how they are trained
and can make use of different types of labels or knowledge about the data. They can also
be leveraged with unlabeled data to help gain an understanding of the modes present in the
data and to help label it more rapidly. They both have great potential to be adapted to
new situations, and lend themselves well to being used as intermediate processing steps in
larger systems.
7.2 Bioacoustics contributions
The application of our methods to poultry monitoring represents a significant contribution
to the field of bioacoustics. While other work has been done towards detecting different
sounds from chickens or other livestock, none that we are aware of matches the scope of
our work here. Most of the previous work has relied on manual extraction (and sometimes
preprocessing) of the sound clips, and has involved relatively little data. Our work has dealt
with continuously recorded audio over weeks and months with relatively little human input
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to direct the algorithms.
Despite these differences, our algorithms have seen success in highlighting sickness, heat
stress, disturbances, and abnormal equipment noise. The plots of our results also provide a
useful way to visualize the trends in the behavior of the chickens over the course of a growout
cycle. These methods have the potential to help characterize differences between flocks and
could be useful in addressing challenges faced in the poultry industry, such as developing a
better understanding of animal well-being.
7.3 Future work
There are many ways in which this work could be extended. The algorithms could be
tried in various other environments where they might be applicable, such as monitoring
hospital or assisted living settings. There are countless different feature types that could
be used as inputs (including possible applications to non-audio data), and many parameter
configurations that could be explored. Ways to make the ELSA method more robust to
changes in microphone gain, such as normalizing the input features in some way, could
be explored. There may also be potential to use the frozen dictionary training algorithms
to help adapt parts of a dictionary to different environments while retaining information
about sounds or structures that should be common between the environments. The OLAF
and ELSA methods might be useful as components of larger systems or as inputs to other
machine learning methods. For instance, ELSA models could potentially be treated as a type
of mean and the negative log-likelihood of the data could be treated as a type of distance
in a k-means-inspired algorithm that would attempt to automatically cluster or segment
different conditions within a given environment.
Future work could also include efforts to develop commercial products based on these
algorithms. There has been significant interest in our results from many different companies
in the poultry industry. Effort would still be needed to harden the hardware to the environ-
ment and to develop interfaces that would allow farmers to interact with the algorithms.
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